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CPRCI (ML) CONCLUDES ITS REGULAR CONFERENCE

VERDICT IN FAVOR OF PARTY
RE-ORGANIZATION AS 'IHE PRINCIPAL TASK
OF THE IMMEDIATE PHASE
The CPRCI (ML) has successfully concluded its first regular
conference process in recent period. The process has played a very
significant and meaningful role, in enhancing the political awareness,
clarity and concern of the ranks regarding the issues under
discussion. lt has armed the organization with improved grasp of
immediate direction to further proceed for line implementation.
The CPRCI (ML) had come into existence in August, 1994, as a
result of the merger of four communist revolutionary organisations
namely, CCRI; CPI (ML)-CT; CUC| (ML); and MLOC. tt was the
outcome and culmination of a five year long process of bilateral and
multilateral discussions. The final leg of this uniflcation process was
completed through the inaugural conference of the CpRCI (ML)in
1995. The conference had improved and adopted the Basic
Documents viz. "The Programme for people's Democratic
Revolution in lndia"; The Path of the lndian Revolution; and
Organizational Line-Constitution of the CpRC (M L).
'The CPRCI (ML) had Viewed
tt-re unification as "a consolidation
of the proletarian trend" in the communist revolutionary movement
and "an advance towards the re-organization of the communist party
of lndia". The ideological-political-organizational line of the
C.P.R.C.l.M.L. reflected continuation and improvement of the
basically correct proletarian line that had been there in the communist
revolutionary camp. The basically correct line had been in existence
as diametrically opposed to revisionism of all hues and as distincr
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from wrong trends. Declaring its commitment "to strive for-

accomplishing the pressing task of re-organization of the party", the
CPRCI (ML), however, had qualified the "existing status" of its tine:
along with its "existing status" as party organization. lt had also statecj
"process of development" of both (see, From pages of
Organizational-Line, elsewhere in this issue).
Thus the pressing task of party re-organisation continued to ber
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a specific
the fundamental agenda for the cPRCI (ML) but it required
the
response in the given conditions of this period. From this flowed
following:
integration, and preparation of party

(i) The reconstruction,
in turn'
organisation for proper implementation of the line and'
party
develop
to
practice
ut[ising the experience of revolutionary

organisationandtodevelopthebasisforfurtherunificationof
communistrevolutionaryforces;(ii)thecentralPlantosetthecf
the training
immediate common frame and priorities for this; (iii)
party
forces for the correct orientation in the method of !ntegrat6d

work(forbuildingthepartysuchthataSaCoreitcouldbuildthemass
the

cadre' of
revolutionary movement); (iv) the political grasp' among
and in ihe
objective political situation (in the world' in the country'

revolutionarycamp)-hence,theinternationalandnationalpolitical
underpin
Resolution for this whole period to politically ideologically
party
the
the plan direction and set the common frame for integrating

organization;(v)further,forcarryingtheorganisationthroughallof to
this, the central force of the organisation- the Central Committee-

getshapedasateamintheCoUrseofprovidingessentialleadership
to the all-lndia organisation'

the all-lndia
That was the CPRCI's general conception of how
organisation must Proceed' '
that the
The unified CPRCI had noted in its basic documents
development
iask of party re-organization needed fufther qualitative
on the
party
re-organization.
of line to providelufficient basis for

otherside,initsplandocument,ithadputtheobservationthat'both

the development of the revoluti
as wellas the strength of the un
available level of its line develo

its leadersl-iip
ag behind the
to be covered

throughvigorousimplementationoflinetofacilitateitsfuriher
developmentaswellasimprovingthemethodoflineimplementation

sothatitmayhelpbettercultivationofpartyforcesparticularlythe
of struggling
layer of cadres from among the advanced sections
rnasses.

the
ln process of application and implementation of its line

which contributed
CPRCI (ML) brought a series of policy documents
its ideologrcal-political unity'
in further concretiling and strengthening

Themostprominentamongthesewasthepoliticalresolutionwhich
continuedtoserveaSaCommonreferencepointalongwiththebasic

documents, all tlrrough, including the process of the recent regular
ccnference. ln spite of its glaring achievements in taking and
projecting correct ideological political stands (including on some
complicated and confusing phenomenon with a potentialto derailthe
CR forces ) and its encburaging initial bearings on class struggle, rn
revolutionary movement building areas, the unified organization, in
process of line implementation, founC, beyond expectation, the
presence of long term and deep rooted objective and subjective
factors, negatively affecting its efficacy as a conscious instrument of
unified and systematic line implementation. The grappling for
analyzing and addressing these factors contributed in step by step
emergence of rnuch required integral operational (politicalorganizational) orientation frame for immediate practice. The
operational orientation frame- with work plan document as first
stepping stone and the plenum documents as culmination- brought to
limelight the spheres demanding correction regarding operationatorientation. lt was noted that, above all the bearing of the pressing
party re-organization task on the overall practice is faint, that the
practice of revolutionary mass movement building and party building
is not satisfactorily being geared towards the re-organization of the
party. The lack of due emphasis on party building was not only
restricting its efficacy as leading inbtrument of revolutionary ciass
struggle (with agrarian revolutionary movement as aiis) but also the
process of its moulding and rectification as a worthy building block of
the party to be re-organized. The frame emphasised that the weak
bearing of party re-organization task on practice lends a qualitatively
higher dimension to even the otheruuise weaker grasp and
implementation of the method of integrated party work. The pressing
task of re-organization also lends a special significance to the review
task which even otherwise has a backseat in the line implementation
cycle of the ongoing practice. lt means that the review task also need
to be geared towards the party re-organization task through its
contribution in enriching and developing the line basis. The peculiar
highlight of the culminated orientation frame i.e. the placing of the
pressing re-organizing task as the defining task of the phase added
new dimensions also to a number of required improvements in
practical orientation of political-organizational practice. These
included improvements in spheres like method of leadership, role and
operation of central committee as single policy making body and the
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primary body of CCMs, role and concept of the CC centre as
ideological-poli(cal core and the standing wing of the CC and placing
of ideological political work in CC's overall deliberations etc'

After inaugural conference in 1995, the unified cPRcl passed
thrortgh three all lndia processes and gatherings to discuss the
problems of its practice. lt held a special conference in 1999 on the
basis of participation of the entire mernbership. An all lndia
representative meet was organised in 2001 which was attended by
elected representatives from the states. There was an all lndia
plenum in 2001, with greater voting power to delegates from the
states to comfortably overrule or replace the CC if they so wished'
The plenum documents, though viewed insufficient aS the requisite
basis for a regular review conference by the CC, were presented and
accepted as the basis and kernelof the review.
The process of recent regular conference was a new and
different experience because of the debate on two parallel
documents, within the frame of the same basic line, the first exercise
of its kind in life of the unified CPRCI (ML), ever since the inaugural
conference. Both the documents criticised each other with in the
common frame of unity on the basic line distinctfrom the wrong trends
within the cornmunist revolutionary camp. The entire central
committee including protagonists of both the document$ adopted a
course, rare in the cR camp, to jointly locate the spheres of
commonality as well as the differences in both the documents and
thus determine the overall nature of the differences. The outcome
was a joint document from the CC, on "commonality and differences"
which was explained to anrj discussed by the entire membership
along with the two parallel documents for the regular conference. The
CC document presented the issue before the whole organization in
context of the overall situation in the communist revolutionary camp:
"ln the process of summing up our practice two major
contending views have emerged within the CC. The two documents
for regular conference are in the hands of the ranks' Differing views is
a normal part of the organizational life of any cR organization.
Moreover, inner organization struggle is an essential instrument for
consolidation, establishment, improvement and development of
correct line.
,,ln
our divided cR camp, the two line struggle generally takes
the shape of inter-organization strurggle. However there are also
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inner-organizationai struggles within the cR organizations. They
have frequently led to demarcations, splits and reorganizations.
cR organizations might face two qualitatively different types of
inner-organization struggle. some organizations face two-line
struggle proper i.e. struggle over differences on the basic line itself.
others mayface struggle on irnportant differences within the frame of
the same basic line. To properly respond to the situation of innerorganization stri.rggle, it is important to ascertain the nature and
sphere of the differences. lt becomes more significant in the present
situation of our cR camp. Unprincipled unity as well as unnecessary
and premature split, have been occurring too frequenfly in the cR
camp. Along with other factors, the lack of proper and/or common
assessment about the nature and sphere of unity as well as
differences has had its owrr share of contribution to this. lt is also
equally necessary that these differences are resolved according to
the inner-party struggle principle of unity-struggle-unity (as contained
in our Basic Documents)."
(From "A general statement
on commonality and differences")
ln above context, the cc shared following common obseryation
regarding the concrete case of CpRCI (ML):
"ln our concrete case it is necessary to durly appreciate the
existing unity on basic line. while not overlooking the bearing of the
differences cln the orientation of the practice of that line, the cc is still
of the view that the two views are contending within the common
frame of our Line (the correct trend in the communist revolutionary
camp) and that the positions taken are not beyond it. The cornmon
frame of the basic line is reflected in both the documents. Neither of
the documents crosses, challenges, or questions the frame of basic
line. This is truejn spite of the fact that each document claims to
idr>ntify the inconsistencies and dilutions in the other document in
relation to elements of basic line. The Basic Documents and the
preceding Unity Resolution continue tc be the commonly accepted
frame of reference for debating these respective positions.
After cPRCI unification, the further unity on the basic line has

broadly common understanding about the contemporary world
5

situation, the national situation, and the situation of the communist
gave a
revolutionary camp (international as well as natiortal). lt

Commonframeforpracticebyidentifyingthetasksonthedifferent

fronts and in the different spheres (including the ideotogical-political
on the
tasks). This further concrete applied manifestation of unity
views'
the
both
of
basic line is intact in the documentary presentations
the ideologicalBoth the documents broadly recognize the validity of
positions
following
the
and
political positions of the political resolution
documents broadly
of the cc on subsequent developments. Both the

reflectthemajorbench-marksofdemarcationfromrightandleftthe
trends in the analysis of contemporary developments and
resultant immediate trajectory of related practice'"
The cc Document concretely cited the comrncnly accepted
following
cardinal positions of political resolution and the associated
writings.

ThesecondpartoftheCCdocumenthighlightedwithafocusthe
jointversionabouttheconcretespheresofdifferenceregarding
various issues.
such an effort was expected to be helpful not only for the ranks
process but also
to better relate with and parlicipate in the conference
differences
for flre central leadership itself to assess and address tlre
lt actuarly
process.
a
in
concretely for extending the commonality
the
regarding
view
served as an additional reference to form a
positions further crystallizing in the process of unfolding discussions'
general
After several rounds of deliberations and the verdict of
in
process
culminated
b<-rdies, and then, the state conferences; the
deliberations and final verdict of the four day central delegate
conference.The central conference was attended by the delegates
from Punjab, Orissa, West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh' Maharashtra

andRajasthan'TheCCMspafticipatedasex.officiodelegates.
Theconferenceopeningtookplacewithhoistingandsaluting
the red flag, followed by the recitation of the lnternational' The flag
his zealous
was unfurled by a veteran delegate, peculiar because of

participationinSrikakulammovement.ltwasfollowedbyasilent

belonging to
standing tribute to the departed and martyred comrades

theCRCampandtherevolutionarymovement.onthebackground

photographs of
wall to the red flag in the conference hall, there were
our five great teachers.
of
After an introduction of delegates and the announcement
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house constitution by the secrelary, the election of presidium for
regulating the conference proceedings took place. The panel was
proposed by the secretary on behalf of the outgoing central leading
body. The steering committee constituted by the CC from within itself,
for guiding the conference process, was announced in the house.
Making necessary consultations with the steering committee, the
presidium judiciously exercised it organizational authority to regulate
the conference proceed i n gs.
There were three agenda items before the conference:
1. Discussion and vei-dict in favorof one of the two documents as
the official docunrent of the organization.
2. The election of the new central leading body and the decision
about its designation.
3. The resolution on recent significant political developments.
The deliberations regarding first agenda item were corhpleted in
five rounds. ln the first round the protagonists of both the documents
introduced the respective documents and emphasized their specific
significant concerns. ln the second round the delegates expressed
their views regarding different issues and arguments in both ttre
documents. The opportunity to comment on the views expressed by
other delegates was provided in the third round. The maximum time
allotted to each delegate was equal with a slight margin for extension.
However, there were two exceptions
The delegates participated in deliberations actively and with
keen interest. lrrespective of the views for or against any of the
documents, the tendency to listen each other with concern and the
urge for unity of the organization were strongly reflected. The
delegates provided flavour of their own experiences, feelings and
sentiments to the argumentation about the documents.
ln the fourth rounci, the protagonists of both the documents
clarified and answered the points raised by the delegates during
discussion.
The last round was to seek and announce the verdict of the
house regarding the documents. The conference decided to basically
uphold one of the documents with majority vote. Consequently, the

presidium announced its newly acquired status as the Conference
Document and operational orientation ccntained in the document the
official policy of the whole organization.
As stated earlier, the second agenda item contained two parts.
7

After the break, the secreta

parts of the agenda item'
unanimous propo,ut regarding both
Regarding designation of t
purposed that the suPreme
conferences should be calle
because at the Present level of d
well as all the layers of leadership
like a central commlu
yet

Perform
a period is. required for the
organizational line. lt is also because

centralleadingteamtobeequaltothecriteriaofthedistinctroleof
centralcommitteedemandedbytheunderstandirrgofthepresent
conference.
name the cetrtral
The conference undnimously decided to till the situation is
leading bodY as the central leading committee
changed.

committee was
The panel for electing the central teading
CC' lt had been decided
presented by the secretary of tnt outgoing
on the assessment about
unanimously by the CC' lt was basld
guidance in implementing the
requirements for pioviding central

verdictofthecentralconferenceaswellastheavailablemarginsfor
role' The next consideration
deployment of cadres in central leading
currents in the
was to ensure tne Oue presenc ' of different "riew
panel was proposed by any
central committee itself' No other
panel proposed by the outgoing CC
delegate. The house elected the

withtrnanimousvote.FollowingthatthesecretaryoftheoutgoingCC,
announcedtheunanimousdecisionofnewlyelected-centralleading
secretary of the CPRCI (ML) for
committee to elect com' Ankur as
thenewterm.Healsoannouncedthataftertheverdictofthecentral
conferenceregardingthefuttrrecourse,thewholeorganizationwill
course'
move unitedly to implementthe decided
last was the resolution
the
The agenoa item concluded in
national political life' the
regarding curreirt developments in
for the democratic revolutionary
implications of these developments

movement and the pt'oper class response to these developments on
part of the people's forces. The house unanimously approved the

content with suggestions to improve and authorised the cLC to
finalize and release the resolution.
The secretary, in his address to the house emphasized that the
organization has finally decided the question of operational
orientation frame, through the process of the regular conference. The
imp(cation of the verdict of the conference for all of us is to gear the
whole orgarrization for vehement and unified implementation of the

conference direction. only such an implementation will help in
concretely assessing the efficacy of our integral operational
orientation frame, on the basis of practice and improve with open
mind. Only such a course is the way to bridge the gaps in
understanding within the frame of our basic line. we are now in a
better situation to define and address the spheres and nature of

differences and proceed for better political unity through struggle and
collective experience. Through the conference process, we have
achieved relative political clarity about the differing views. But the
conference process has also triggered an objective process of
evolution and crystallization of views. Although, the main focus, now,
will be to implement the conference verdict, the cLC will look for the
suitable forms and mechanism to facilitate the inner party exchange
of views in above context, for acirieving better political unity.
The end note of the conference was the recitation of the
lnternational with a resolve to go ahead for united implementation of
our line according to the verdict of the conference.
Later the central leading committee, in a communication to the
ranJ<s, expressed its satisfaction regarding outcome of the
conference process in following words:
"Comrades, in spite of the unusual and painful delay in holding
our i'egular conference (which remained significant and crucial
subject of the conference deiiberations), finally, the successful
conrpletion of the conference process is an achievement in given
situation. The notable positive aspect lies in the fact that we have
pas;ed thi'ough an experience of inner party struggle within the frame
of our basic line, irrespective of the bearingsof the differences on our
practical orientation. We are in process of learning to take the
differences within the frame of our basic line as a normal
phenomenon of the organizational life of a CR organization. lt is the
9

presence, not the absence of
underlines the significance o
test-ground to judge the actual stat
of democratic centralism' So' the
conclusion of,the conference in con
views should be taken as a Positive
i
democratic centralism' lt is true'
overcoming the Present limitatio
practice of democratic centralism '"
"The final outcome of the c
above all, because of the conference
phase of development of the revolutionary
objectives for the
"""nt
party re-organization task as the
movement,, and the pracing of
its
ant nhase' fne conierence document in

princ

chap

;".?;

ted in

o,
a

development of the revolutiona
nutshell bs follows:
unified all lndia
- To lay tnL material found ation for providing
by reorganizing the
leadership to the revolutionary movement
communistPartyoflndiaontheqralitativelycevelopedbasisofunity
revolution'
on the basic line of the lndian
the armed struggle for
- To fay tie foundation for initiating
the agrarian revolutionary
seizure of po*"r. through building of land'
movementto the level of forcible seizure
-Tolaythefoundationoftheunitedfrontoftherevolutiotrary
alliance under the
classes around the axis of worker-peasant
leadershiP of the Proletariat'

All these fasks are inte

bearing on the othertwo' O
the task of re-organization
as the PrinciPat task' lt is the k
for advance of the revolutiona
"Let us all Proceed collectiv
practice'"
the conference direction in
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[from Organizttionat Line of CpRCf (ML)J

EXISTING STATUS AND PROCESS OF DEVELOPMENT
OF OUR PARTY.ORGANIZATION AND ]TS LINE

The C.P.R.C.l.-M.l-., having a basically correct proletarian revolutionary.
line and committed to its practice in leading the class-strugglc, is essentially of
Party character. lt is not tlie whole party, but is part o,
of the party
that is.being re-organized. In association with ailother "orpon"nt
party-forces (presentl!
orgar'ized under diflerent names), it is committed to stiive lor accomplishing
the pressing task ofre-organization of the party. Such a de velopment as the reorganization of thc full fledged Party wiil not be a matter oI'just quanrirarive
growth. That will be a qualitative development of the line and standar,Js of
maintaining parry principles of functioning, spirit and discipline as well as

wholeness of the proletarian leadership provided to the revolutionary
movement of India.
The ideological-political-organizational line of the c.p.R,c.l.-M,L, is a
continuation and improvement of the basically co;-rect proletarian
revolutionary Iine that has been there (as diametrically opposed to revision ism
of all hues and as distinct from wrong trends) in the communist revolutionary
camp. This line has been and is still being practiced bv more than one
Organization (as also by some sections within the Organizations lollou,ins
wrong trends), with varying degrces of its articulation and consistencu
However, the overall development of this line is still inadequate and uneven.
whrie it provides a basic frame ofapproach to any problenr. r-nany aspecis oi ir
are yet to be sufficiently developed and explained. That is required in order to
solve some of the major problems being faced in the sphere of mass
revolutionaly practice and political-ideological shuggle and in order ro
establish the llne extensively among the comm un ist revo iut ionary ranks and ro
the possible extent among the struggling masses of the
trrcople, for the allround development of the revolutionary movement and re-organization of the
Party.

9r9h development and establishment of the basic proletarian
re'.'olutionary line, invariably proceeds by means of ideological struggle
against contemporary opportunisttrends, combined with class stiuggle ugulirt
adversary class forces. Also, it proceeds by means of the collective effort and
ideological-political struggle within the organization lor resolving the
concrete problems confronting the revolutionary movement. In all this, unlti".t
and systematic ir^rplementation of the line is the kc_v. For effecrive
implementation of the line and its development on that birsis (through thc
/o A

prcponderant pragmatic tendencies are '

assirnilating of experience must em
revolutionary,.,uggt",u,-weIl'These.experiencesarenotlimitedtooneor
be. These include
rmportant they may
tvvo states or some struggles, however
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Some Glirnpses of Approach
Agrarian Revolutionary Movement
and Parfy Re-organization
The Inter-relationship
g)
A Chapterfrom CPRCf(ML) conlference Document
According to our Unity Resolution and basic documents the
contradiction between feudalism and broad masses of people is one
of the basic socialcontradictions. The other basic social contradiction
is the contradiction between the imperialism and the oppressed
lndian people. Therefore, national iiberation from imperialism and
democratic emancipation from feudalism- involving the abolition of
the neo-colonial and feudal relations of production are the basic
tasks of the lndiarr revoluticn at the present stage of lndia's social
development. According to our understanding, feudalism is the main
social base of imperialist oppression. Feudal monopoly of land is the
economic basis of all undemocratic social and political authority of
feudal forces principally the landlord classes. From such recognition
flows the strategic concept of agrarian revolution as the main content
and axis of the People's Democratic Revolution. lt reflects the line of
advance of the lndian R.evolution in context of its present sfage as a
whole. As stated in the unity resolution; the strategic concept will
remain the same throughout the present stage of revolution.
The unity resolution states that the strategic concept finds its
concrete expression in the general tactical concept of agrarian
revolutionary movement as the axis of people's democratic
revolutionary movement (PDRM). This general tactical concept
reflects the line of the concrete advance of lndian revolution in the
corrtext of its present phase. The phase is objectively determined by
the fact that the contradiction between feudalism and broad masses
of people is not only a basic contradiction but the principle
contradiction also. The principal contradiction of the phase
determines that "the development of the class struggle in general, is
going to be ultimately conditioned by the development of the agrarian
revolutionary movement, that is, the develr)pment of anti-feudal
struggles of the peasantry led by the proletariat on the basis of the
agrarian revolutionary programme, and imbued with revolutionary
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Our unity
political consciousness" (Path' Unity Resolution)'
of the
struggle
feudal
resolution atso empnasize that "the inti
peasantryistobeuieweoaspartoftheanti-feudalstruggleofall
revolutionary classes"'

demands that the
The above stated general ta ;tical concept
commurnist revolutionary
concrete plan of iast<s"ano policies of

orientation of the Political work
workers'front, who are to be ma
capability of discharging their lead

of the PartY in Present

solation but in context of
tical concePt' As alreadY

stated in the document)' "in ov
reorganization Phase of commun'
""rn Ou said sub Phase of the ag
has its sPecificities and Pecu
(
following (higher) sub-phases'"

exPression to the objective I
contradiction" and, "the requt

revolutionary movement" deman

our Path document (Part-2)' t

leadershiP over the PDR' "Prim
political vanguard ie' the Com
its
"groortrirrg the working class" for exerctsing
practical
.,-n'utt
tf," ior." (primary-as well as se.condary
leadership ,.ote

'ootllrnner,

aseitedinPath-2),is"strategictasX"ottheFarty(page25)'Thatis
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why, the Path document (part-2) emphasizes thaf "ln

allthe facets

and phases of this process of building the agrarian

revolutionary movement and revolutionary organization of the
rural people, the proletarian vanguard organization plays the
crucial role."(Path page 41). lt is well established that PDRM is
distinct as PDRM just because of the presence of the vanguard
leadership. Tire corollary is that in absence of the vanguard
leadership, the realization of agrarian revolutionary movement as
axis of PDRM has no scope. lt is destined to remain confined in
general (bourgeois) democratic boundaries. The weakness of the
Party Vanguard also means dilution of PDRM content and relatively
free scope for bourgeois democratic colouring of the axis.
ln any case the plan of tasks and policies of the CR forces must
reflect "the correct tactical orientation.'l lt must give conscious
expression to the objective logic of the principal contradiction. lt must
also address and identify the immediate stepping stones reflecting
the requirements of the general central reference point of building the
agrarian revolutionary movement.
For giving conscious expression to the objective logic of
principal contradiction, we are to identify the imperatives for
adcjressing and promoting the people's aspect of this contradiction
Our tasks and policies like concentration in basic classes particularly
peasantry, composite character of RMM in our leadership,
concentration of forces in selected pockets, self defenbe instruments
for protecting class struggle particularly theARM, action programs for
advance of RMM particularly the peasant movement with AARM
perspectiVe, creation and promotion of party nucleus in instruments
of RMM, promotion of organizational base of the mass movement etc.
reflect such imperatives. Needless to say, the state of the vanguard
instrument has crucial bearing on objective logic of unfolding of the
principai contradiction. The very growth of the aspect of broad
masses of people remains headless in absence of the Party. lt suffers
in case of less than minimum necessary efficacy of the leading party
instrument.
The above stated flows from our conception of 'the crux of
providing effective leadership to the" PDR in lndia as sfated in
our Path document. lt demands successful tackling of the three

"basic problems or the strategic tasks', the three magic
weapons, of the lndian revolution viz the Party, the United Front
and the Armed Struggle. Ihe sfafe of the Peoples'aspecf in th*
r3
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principal contradiction is reflected in state of all the three magic
weapons, in concrete process of c/ass struggle. The reflection
in its inter-relation and wholeness is the prism of the peoples'
a s pect i n pri n ci pa I co ntrad iction.
According to Path, "the leadersl'rip of the Party "as the chief
expression of the hegemony of the Proletariat" is "an indispensible

requirement of the lndian revolution" and hence of the ARM too. That
is why the path document takes the political development of the Party
not as concern of the proletariat, solely, but "objectively the
revolutionary concern of the lndian people". The path views
development of party as "the general problem of the lndian
revolution." No doubt "the problem of lndian revolution" in present pre

floating the magic weapon of armed str,rggle is organically linked with
the siate of other magic weapcns i.e. the r-rnited front and the party. At
present there is task of shaping our organization, the part of the party'
as worthy lead ing instrument of class struggle with agrarian focus and
there is task of its shaping as building block of the party to be re-

leadership of the re-organized party.
Prospects of building in our concrete experience the available
ARM suffered to an extent particularly in one of ,the major
revolutionary movement building areas because the crucial
requirement of effectively operative vanguard instrurnent bould not
be fulfilled. The RMM here, due to deficiencies in method of
implementing the line, in a unified and systematic way, instead of
providing nourishment fo1 growth of the vanguard instrument,
consumed its energies. The lack of united front aspect i.e' the
presence of all revolutionary classes irr the Struggle also indicated the
limitation in matter of its advance.
The overall experience of vanguaro role regarding the class
struggle under our leadership, as factually substantiated in previous
p"g.=, has strikingly brought to light the significance of the method in
buitOing the ARM. lt has also underlinecl the significance of creating
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and building the party f<.rrces, sufficrenfly strengthened and equippeo
for the job. our practice again validates the significance of lpw. But
we are to think beyond the general relevance of the rpW concept. we
are to focus on the particularity of its operation in the re-organization
phase.
We must keep in minci the present bearing of the deray in reorganizing the party on meeting the requirements of the central
reference point by the cR forces. The re-organization means the
necessary qualitative leap in addressing these requirements. The
qualitative jump in groMh of ARM as axis of pDRM is integrally
related with strategic leadership of the party. And the strategic
leadership, theoretical as well as practical, is all lndia by nature. so
the signlficance of re-organization task as the central as well as the
principal task of the present pre-party phase flows from the
app:'eciation of the most crucial requirement for qualitative adi,ance
in building anrl teading theARM.
so, the role of the principar task ries in removing the principar
deficiency in providing leadership to ARM and its real ctnversion into
axis of the PDRM. lt is the immediate principal route of ,,concrete
advance" of the movement in context of the principal contradiction.
As mentioned above our unity resolution emphasizes the
bearing of cRP on deployment of party forces and orientation on
other fronts. lt particularly emphasizes the bearing on workers, front
keeping in vierry the significance of proletarian leadership forARM. lt
further connects the issue with re-organization of the party, ,,Besides,

political work on workers front has a special significance at the
present phase of the re-organization of the party."(Emphasis added)
ln this way the unity resolution indicates the common chord between
the task of building ARM and re-organizing the par1y. lt arso
underlines the special immediate bearing of "the present phase,, on
the generaltacticalcourse of the whole agrarian phase of the pDRM.
The general limitation in responding to the objective logic of the

specific principal contradiction, in most of the countries, is noted in the
political resolution as well as the commonality document. lt is said in
the commonality document, "However, there is an abnormal gap

between the objective situation and the state of subjective
forces. The most impoftant manifestation of this gap is fhe
inability of communist revolutionary forces in most countries to
cansummate the process of party re-organization in their own

c< t u

ntries. " (Emphasis addecl)
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To take the task of filling this "abnormal gap" and mitigating
"the most important manifestation of this gap" by consummating
"the process of party re-organization"' as the principaltask is the
objective
evident imperative of providing conscious expression to the
of
iogic of the unfolding of the principal contradiction. The twin tasks
party building anO RlrlHl building (with ARM as axis) are to serve the
Their
generat tactical course of the present agrarian phase of PDRM'
not
does
party
Re-organization task
Immediate gearing towards
course in
contradict with immediate reflection of this general tactical
of this
practice. on the contrary, it is to ensure the overall pafticularity
reflection in practice in the present phase of re-organization'
is
The emphasis on significance of the principal contradiction

goodinanycase.Butwemustgobeyonditsgeneralsignificanceas
we have
iligr,tiEnt"d in unity resolution and our basic documents. principal
the
achieved an advance in application of line regarding
contradictionthroughpoliticalresolution.Wehaveanalyzedthe
present state of this contradiction in context of the globalization
of giving
offensive. our observations are significant in context
of the
unfolding
the
of
conscious expression to the objective logic

principal contradiction. The grasp and bearing of these observations

onourpracticeisasignificantreferencepointforevaluatingour
points for
practice, That is why it is first among the major reference

evaluatingourbearingontheprocessofclassstruggle,inthesecond
and
document. The docJment has tried to identify the objective
subjectivefactorsandphenomenonassertingtocoloranddistortthe
also tried to
lt has
conselous expression of the principal contradiction.
practice'
discuss;qur response to these in

delinkthe PRO
The presentation ..... thatthe plenum documents

taskfrornARMiswrong'Theinter-relationshipispresentedinoneof
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revolutionary communist party of lndia, a polarization of the
communist revolutionary force, and struggle for the establishment of
the correct political tactical line, were also urgent and necessary.
Active ideological struggle within the organization too would thus be
required. (From :' the states' review document, E mphasis added
).
The above dtated ftows from our conception of .,the crux of
providing effective leadership to ..." pDR in lndia as stated in
our Path document. lt demands successful tackling of the three
"basic problems or the strategic tasks", the three magic
weapons, of lhe lndian revolution---viz the pargl, the United
Front and the Armed struggle. The state of the peoples' aspect
in the principal contradiction is reflected in state of all the three
magic weapons, in concrete process of ctass struggle. The
reflection in its inter-relation and whoteness is the prism of the
peoples' aspect in principal contradiction.
According to Path, "the leadership of the party ',as the chief
expression of the hegemony of the proletariat" is "an indispensable
requirement of the lndian revolution'l and hence of the ARM too. That
is why the path document takes the political development of the party
not as concern of the proletariat, solely, but ,,objectively the
revolutionary conoern of the lndian people,,. The path views
development of party as "the general problem of the lndian
revolution." No doubt "the problem of lndian revolution" in present pre
party phase is expressing itself in a concentrated way and the task of
re-organization is addressed to the "revolutionary concern of the
lndian people" particularly theARM. TheARM simply ca.nnot afford to
be devoid of this croncern. The concrete advance of ARM towards
floating the magic weapon of armed struggle is organically linked with
the state of other magic weapons i.e. the united front and the party. At
present there is task of shaping our organization, the part of the party,
as worthy l6ading instrument of class struggle with agrarian focus and
there is task of its shaping as building block of the party to be reorganized. Both of these are not contradictory but complementary.
only a worthy leading instrument can be a worthy building block. The
process of their development must be conceived to ultimately
culminate in qualitative advance of PDRM under unified party
leadership of the re-organized party.
So, the task of PRO is not out of the strategic purview of the
lndian revolution and the general tactical conception of ARM as the
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axis of PDRM. All tasks related to PRO are to be pursued not to dilute
but to serve this conception.

(2)

FROM OTIIER PAGES OF TT{E CONFERENCE
DOCUMENT
The basis of re-organization of party as a qualitatively higher
instrument of leadership of proletariat for new democratic revolution
remained to be created through providing sufficient theoretical basis
to address Some very significant issues of lndian revolution as well as
for confronting the confusion on some theoretical and ideological
issues of international line.
At the same time the basis of unity among more sections of cRs

was to be achieved though ideological political struggle against
wrong trends and relative establishment and development of correct

proletarian line through practice. lt demanded vigorous
implementation of our line, the crux of which is'thi adiA'ncement
of new democratic revolutionary movement, with agrarian
revolutionary movement as its axis. The task of establishment
and development of line, through practice, called for special
einphasis on surnming up the experience of implementation,
with line as a sufficiently conscious instrument and a reference

po i nt. (Emphasis added

)

we werq to face the challenge gf marching ahead in a definite
way to fulfill the crucial and pressing task of reorganization of the
Party. For, we were to proceed to qualitatively transform our party
organization into a building block of the Party which entails the
development/enrichment of line and standards of maintaining
pafty principles - of functioning, spirit and discipline as well as the
wholeness of proletarian leadership provided to the revolutionary
movement of lndia. As a part of this transformation, we were to sef
right some cardinal organizational principles and concepts through
example of our party organization's practice and ideological struggle

The other aspect of serious challenge was (1) to lay
ground for the building of agrarian revolutionary movement to
the levet of initiating the peasant armecl struggle agalnst lndian

state, and (2) to 'lay the foundation of united front of
Revotutionary c/asses around the axis oi worker-peasant
alliance under the leadership of proletariaf. (Emphasis original
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wherever not stated otherwise)
Some observations of political resolution were pre-mentioned in
plan document itself. These are elsewhere listed in this document
also. However, three crucial things, additional in political resolution
were particularly significant as components of applied line for the
period. One is the observation that the globalization offensive is
intensifying the principal contradiction i.e. between feudalism and
broad rnasses of the people more than the contradiction between
imperialism and broad masses of people. The grasp of this
observation was significant because of its bearings on our conscious
intervention in class struggie process and our tactical trajectory
durirrg the specific period. lts implications for class polarization on
peasants'frontwere important because of their bearing on immediate
tactics in sphere of agrarian revolutionary movement. Thus, it was
expected to contribute in specifying and enhancing the direction of
our path, for guiciing immediate practice. The observation also
implied bearings on our ideological political struggle with other CR
and ex-CR forces.
The second crucial observation was about the enhanced need
of projecting the revolutionary alternative and its central position in ail
immediate practical work; the importance of taking it as the thrust
behind all popular activity in the period ahead and specific bearing of
this task on work among basic classes, particularly the industrial
proletariat, agriculture labor and poor peasantry. The observation
was already there irr plan document. So it may not be called
"additional" in literal sense. But additional emphasis on the task as
"thrust behind all activity" and its "central position" in all immediate
practical work, provided more crystallized expression to plan
understanding about significance of the task.
The third and most crucial was the identification of the party
reorganization as leading core of the revolutionary alternative as
central task in pre-party phase. As a corollary the political resolution
stressed the crucial significance of party building task not onlyz in
re'ference to party reorganization but also indicated its immediate
practical indispensability for class struggle. The valuable insight was
that preserving fruits of even immediate struggle activity hinge on
presence of party nucleus in struggling masses, particularly the
proletariat and the basic layers of peasantry.
The presentation of these three major observations in tfleir
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interrelationship laid bare the significance of two more aspects of
immediate work orientation. One is the concentration of work in small
chosen pockets. The other is molding and rectification of party
organization as a fitting leading instrument of revolutiorrary
alternative, The resolution emphasized locating the aspects of work,
style and consciousness coming into the way of rectification and
molcing of party organization as a living force of revolutionary
alternative. Thus, the proper linkage of building agrarian
revolutionary movement, building the party and projecting the
revolutionary alternative in immediate practice got highlighted and
emphasized. lt also got presented in its proper relationship with
orientation of concentrated and focused work. (Emphasis addedi
Any attempt at exploration and summing up of our class struggle
practice must include the verification of our applied line in practice. lt
also includes assessing and bridging the gap between applied line
and its implementation. Further, we are to re-evaluate and bridge any
gaps between our basic line and its manifestation in applied line.
Finally, we are to draw conclusions about results and validity of our
basic line and need for any improvements.
The attempt in this document particularly tries to take-care

of two crucial aspecfs. one is the directlon of our path about
ptan of tasks in sphere of class struggle. We are to iudge to
whieh extent fhe implementation of our applied line was
instrumental in facilitating the proper unfolding process of
principat contradiction. lt demands to keep in mind the
immediate imperatives of the direction for our applied line"rhe
other particular aspect is, to which extent our intervention in class
struggle provided the basis for strengthening its own leading

instrument i.e. the party organization. The other aspect of the same is
that to which extent it got benefit from the strengths of leading
instrument or suffered because of its weaknesses. ln other words,
how far our class struggle practice provided nourishmentfor its

own indispensible care taker and to which extent the class

struggle practico was geared towards the central and defining
task of the phase i.e. the reorganization of the party.There is an
attempt in this document to place various aspects of our line and
practice in sphere of class struggle in this context. (Emphasis addec)

The observation in the political resolution was significant
because of Providing definiteness about the immediate
20

co'ttours and trajectory of the principal contradicfion. The
general impression in CR camp was that because of the new
globalization offensive the principal contradiction with feudalism is

going to be reduced to secondary status or at least the contradiction
with imperialism is going to acquire equal level of intensification with
it. on the contrary, the political resolution correcfly stated that as a
result of globalization phenomenon the contradiction with feudalism
is acquiring intensity with more force. than the intensity of
contradiction with imperialism. This observation guarded against
deceptive influence of globalization phenomenon on thinking and

consequently

the immediate tactical steps of

communist

revolutionaries in relation to class struggle. (Emphasis added).

Our leading committee in the state, from the very beginning,
moved in direction of shifting the focus of work from intermediate
classes to rural basic masses. The most urgent task in its plan was
making foothold in peasantry particularly the agriculture labor. tn its
first plan document of December 1994, it noted with concern that the
revolutionary democratic movement in punjab was lagging much
behind an effective level of strength and the state of affairs was a
cause of "worry". The course chalked out to bridge this gap was in line
with the imperatives of giving "conscious expression to the objective
logic of the unfolding of the principal contradiction" in given concrete
situation. The LC decided as follows:
. "ln mass political sphere of work, the work among rural basic
classes will be the main focus of attention."
. "From among the rural basic classes, the first and foremost
deployment of energies will be for organizing the agricultural laborers
as a direction."
. "The task requires shifting of major part of party activist force
towards ruralwork."
. "As a supplementary aspect (of the task) we shall give
importance to workers, loading-urrloading workers and rickshaw
pullers with rural backgrounds, in ourwork in citjes and towns.',
. "For implementing our strategic direction, we shall currenfly
move in direction of building areas of concentrated work, with rural
basic masses as the main focus of ourwork."

The campaign-plan included focus*; pi-e-eoucation and
preparation of party ranks for addressing the land issue. The LC
2t
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prepared and released two documents for the purpose...... l'he
attempt was and is significant because of its consistency over a long
period of time. lt continues to serve in laying basis for giving proper
conscious expression to the objective logic of unfolding principal
contradiction. The particularity lies in helping to uncerstand and
grasp the point that the aspect of the contradiction opposite to

feudalism is the aspect of broad masses of people. For giving

proper conscious expression to unfolding principal
contradiction in immediate plan of fasks as well as immediate
tactics, the aspect must not be taken as reduced to peasantry.

The more harmful beyond doubt is further reduction of this aspect to
mere agricultural labor layer of the peasantry. The alertness about
this aspect, manifested in the steps of c.rur leading committee in the
state, while implementing the applied line, was helpful in better
intervention in class struggle process, in context of intensifying
principal contradiction. lt played role in guarding against various
elements of camouflage inherent in the phenomenon. These
elements belong to various factors. One is the somew,hat clouciing
impact of globalization phenomenon. The second is the traditional
cast division in peasantry asserting to cloud the principal aspect of
common class interest against the common enemy. The third is the
complicated interplay of the principal contradiction with its twin basic
contradiction i.e. the contradiction between imperialism and the
people of country. The intensification of the latter, at least to some
extent, provides scope for feudal penetration in anti imperialist
struggles of the peasantry and to use itfor making a dent in antifeudal
unity of different layers of peasantry. Such a penetration is also
instrumental in misdirecting the peasant struggles on sectarian lines
and giving antagonistic twist against fraternal classes and sections.
(E A.)
This effort over a period of time was later supplemented with a
directional document which tried to pinpoint the trajectory of class
struggle in context of globalization offensive and intensifying principal
contradiction. lt parlicularly smphasized and addressed fhe
aspecf of Polarization in peoples'struggle movement because

of the objective strains of growing basic contradictions,
particularly the principal contradiction. Such an education and
guidance was helpful for providing better leadership to the class
struggle. lt was also instrumental in providing basis for struggle
against practice of wrong and alien trends which [s rnore or less
22

in

undermining rhe weight age of intensifying principat
contradiction. ..... ln the area of sharp contradiction with landlords,
the mass organization faced and successfully repelled the counter
offensive by the landlords. lt was in forms like beating the activists,
organizing goonda attacks, police torture in custody and registering
fa.se police cases. .... After failure of these moves they chose to try
the stick after the carrot. The weapons like Nakabandis and social

rooted

boycott were used. Caste-chauvinisrn was brought into play to curtail

and cripple the peoples' aspect of principal contradiction. lt was
through parallel polarization of peasantry on non-class and caste
lines in favor cf landlords. To handle the situation properly the
ccncerned region committee had to make efforts in helping overcome
caste:co.loring of growing class assertion among
agricultural laborers. On the other side it had to guide a campaign
among upper cast owner peasantry to win over or at least neutralize
some sections. .. .. However, the experience became another witness
to the correctness of building simultaneous organizations of
agriculture labor and owner peasantry in a single village to effectively
tackle the overlapping caste factor and making a way for proper and
ultimately full expression of principal contradiction. The struggle was
successful ultimately not only in gaining sympathy of significant
sections of owner peasantry but also in making and using the cracks
in landlord camp. The humiliating retreat of landlord camp had a
pushing effect on moral and self confidence of agriculture laborers in
the area.
The most significant struggle in early years of the mass
organization was the struggle against brutal murdei of two agriculture
laborers by a landlord. Some other just loving forces were also
participant in this struggle but the role of our forces was distinct and
glaring. This struggle also successfully repelled the dividing tactics of
landlord lobby using the caste prejudices. The struggle also defeated
the moves of left trend of the CR camp. lt proved the efficacy of the
line of revolutionary mass resistance. ... The landlord was put behind
bars as a result of prolonged struggle and could not get bail for a fairly
lorrg period . The struggle experience, again, became a witness to

the narrow

existence of crude forms of iemi-feudal exploitatiort,
domination and oppressio n, resembling land-slavery in same

aspecfs... . The pointwas hightighted in context of struggle with
vari ou s wron g trends.....
The further fallouts of struggle and related developments
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were significant for projecting the demarcation with wrong trends.
Tl:i; iandlord, lat*rwhile on bail, was assassinated by 6 left lihe group.
......1-he Ieft adventurous action lvas followed by an ideological
rr,:litical attack algainst our line. ....The following. developments
brnl;ght io light the mixture of rightist elements in practice of left
,.r,jvcnturous lirre. tt betrayed a high level of cooperatio;t,
i:r*rrl*ring e*l!:;tt*r*tion, with a section of !andlords and

r/*uc//ng the r*al cantours of principal contradiction. '.. The

,-,i,:iri:te rvritirtg frcnr our side covered the comprehensive explartatlon

i;i our path bringing to light that how the immediate controversy has its
r-,;cis and immediate concrete expression of two parallel general
tirctical lines for lndian revolution. ......

The partial review emphasized furo nlore points. One was the
significance of initiative and leading role of agriculture labor in )"
ci"eating the political organizational baiis of agriculture labor-peasant
i:lliance. The other was significance of properly addressing the
phenomenon of Erowing dalit consciousness to boost its positive
espect and providing the necessary revolutionary political direction,
:;o that the pherromenon may not overlap the objeotive principal
contradiction because of lack of proper direction. lt stressed the need
cf joint activities of agricultural laborers and owner peasantry in
srritable forms.
However, the two most signiflcant deep rooted factors playing
role in expansioncontraction phenomenon were the lack of due
concentration and focus to the required extent and lack of solid
foundation to be provided by strengthening political organizational
rr,,ork backbone. The fluidity and uncertainty about number of whole
tirner revolutionary maSS activists on the front was mainly related to
thls factor.

The LC noted with satisfaction that as a result of conscious
struggle the union ultimately got distinctly dominated by poor and

middle peasants. lt was first time that the demands of these peasant
laryers were prominently placed in dentand charter of the union. Ihe

mosf glaring rnanifestation of advance was crucial element of
anti feudat edEe. lt was distinctly reflected through prominent
placing of debt problem, particularly against shackles of private
money lending in demands as part of alternative action
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program. (The hub of previous action program of union had
been the linking of prices of agriculture commodities with price
index, a manifestatlon of rich peasant-landtord domination on
the union. To he more exact it manifested the domination of
these c/asses on the overall peasant movement in the stafe. /f
was, because the mass organization under discuss ion was
most prominent organization with socialbase among peasant

masses,,)

This was, in a cerlafn sense, a milestone achievement. lt

sizably weakened a major factor blocking the proper
manifestation of principle contradiction in field of class
struggle.

The LC review while noting the significant advance in
relation to owner peasant rnasses assessed it in frame of
perspective of building revolutionary agrarian movement. lt re-

emphdsized and reminded the ranks that the purpose of work in the
economist reformist platform was, to acquire necessary minimum
mass base and activist force, for introducing and implementing the
alternative struggle line and more significanfly an action program with
revolutionary elements. The way to build an independent
revoiutionary peasant mass organization depended upon successful
and carefulimplementation of alternative action program elements. lt
poirrted out the four alternative policy pillars of the reorganized mass
organization which paved the way for its conversion into an
inst-ument of revolutionary peasant work. These policy pillars were
related with action program, parliamentary elections, united activities
and the struggle pattern. The LC correcfly stated that the unfolding
process of alternative policyframe cannot be but uneven. But in areas
with effective party force, the process of introducing and establishing
revolutionary features was surely going to speed up.
The protected, heroic and complicated ...... struggle was
signific'ant for verification of different aspects of our line. During and
after conclusion of the struggle the LC and concerned RC highlighted
the related elernents of line in contrast to contending lines. The
analysis of contradictions of lndian society in our basic line and its
concrete and dynamic reflection in applied line was duly referred as
source of the strength, underlying our many current tactics during the
struggle. lt was pointed out, how the devaluation of intensifying
principle contradiction was a running thread in major wrong
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lactical responses of wrong trends. How the devaluation of the
:*ntradictian lad to the conceptual devaluation of the struggle
la a mere anti repression struggle, overlooking the underlying
,"'*sentmenf of peasantry against unbearable semi-feudal
*:,:p!*itation. i':*w the tactic of united activity of the /nass
<:rganizatian '*ith ruling c/ass political parties indicated a
ii:n:lency fo avoid or reiect the imperatives of principle
eantradiction. fiow such devaluation led to underassessnrenf of
:;truggle p*t*ntial and rightisf facfics in relation to forms of
.Gr,-LrCrE/e. Haw, the factar was contributory to a tendency of soft
eorner towards usurious commission agents and the rural
rd mon e1risn4r6tt.
ln the overall review of the front in 2oo2, the LC again returned to
the topic on the basis of relatively accumulated experience of rnany
struggles. lt pointed out how the issues related to semi-feuldal
exploitation asserted themselves in spite of the forceful
countermoves of collaborationist anC wrong leaderships. How the
natural logic of principle contradictions contpelled even such
ieaderships for a lip service to these issues. How the regional
sectarian and communal diversionary issues appeared losing tlteir
clrrrency among struggling peasant masses. How our conscious
proper intervention in class struggle proved instrumental in largely
i6fluencing and changing the overall scenario of the peasant
struggles. The review duly appreciated thatthe distinctfeature of the
popularity of peasant organization was its establishment as an
organization confronting the mighty state and money lenders on the
popular debt issue. The issue was prominently instrumental in
changing the complexion of the rnass base and organizational
structure of the mass organization. Mainly rooted in poor and middle
peasants, the mass organization was now being represented by
leaderships at different levels dominated by these iayers.

!

a n d Io

The struggle against wrong trends, on question of
responding the principal contradiction, also aQdressed the
complicated inter ptay of the two basic contradictions. The
significant issue of debate was guestion of making a dent in
stagnation of peasant movement and the rnass organization.
The response of wrong trends to temporary stagnation betrayed
a lack of grasp about the concrete unfolding of the non-principal
basic contradiction.lt also betrayed a lack of immediate focus for
making a way to effective anti-imperialist struggles. The
?6

manifestation of this underlying difference on applied line was
expressed in over emphasis on general agitation and propaganda
activities. The over ernphasis tended to cripple the necessary
margins for concrete immediate struggle against the immediate
sharp manifestations of irnperialist plunder. The emerging burning
issues called forforcefulstruggles demarlding stamina and energy to
persist in such a situation. The imposing propaganda campaigns,
amounted to forced diversion from real struggle. The second but
more significant issue was addressing the concrete sharp immediate
manifestations of increasing burden of semi-feudal exploitation. lt
was the ultimate consequence of globalization offensive.
And this debate was ultimately settled through practice. lt
was because of the conscious direction taken that the temporary
stagnation faded a.way with speed. lt faded away in spite of heavy
odds created by collaborationist leadership of the mass organization
as well as the wrong trends of CR camp. The process of, more or
less all round advance of peasa nt movement proved the
correctness of our analysis and practice through the prism of
c/ass struggle.

Some famous and popular struggles, later, emerged as
further pillars of crucial and demarcating firm direction of

building agrarian revolutionary movement. ......The

overall
experience of many struggles of peasantry against m'oney lenders

and Land Mafia

provided some valuable insights and

observations. The demands of response to principal contradiction
were also "Principal" in nature! The powerful semi-feudal sharks,
generally reacted ferociously, used armed gangsters, planned
murderous attacks, tried to launch counter mobilization and slender
campaigns. Their backing by state was relatively naked, defense of
their class interests more active and vulnerability to their classpressure more glaring. ln association with general phenomenon of
reducing political camouflage of autocratic state, the experience
underlined the crucialiy conditional nature of the transitory tactical
margins for our forces. ..... (Emphasis added throughout )
.....Thus, the experience of practice brings to more sharp- light,
the necessity of sufficiently concentrated work and strong party
nucleus to nreetthe challenges of class struggle. Both these aspects
are interdependent and complimentary. The lesson written on the
wall, to read and
is that over expAnsion of the mass work and

:r"=r,

the imperatives of self defense of class struggle are mutually
exclusive.)

The exposure of land-speculation was noted as a positive
aspect of our overall propaganda during the struggle by LC. lts
significance was because of exposing pre-capitalist content of
seemingly capitalistic economic offensive.

The voice of agricultural laborers in movement of peasartry
acquired relatively better placing in this period. The two tactics
adopted by LC helped this modest advance.

Our state unit also passed through an experience of artful
combination of unity and struggle on agricultural laborers front. lt was
in relation to sectarian twist to issues of agricultural laborers by CPI
MLliberation forces, in frame of parliamentary revisionist politics. .....
The complications emerged when issue of claim on reserved
panchayat lanci lease rights for dalit peasantry was misdirected
against middle and poor peasantry. On one side, it flared up
cont,'adiction among different layers of peasantry on cast lines. On
the other side, it provided opportunity and excuses for the state to
make dalit peasantry the singled out target of repression.
The situation seemed to be grave with potentially harming the
process of unity of peasantry against landlord class. Naturally it was
to cloud and distort the expression of principle contradiction.
Our forces . . .. actively intervened in the situation.

Another significant aspect demanding attention was to
create /nass base in industrial workers, situated in centers
surrounded by rural pockefs of peasant mavement. (Some
crucial public sector industries were significantfrom this angle)
The efforts and energy devoted to workers struggles at different
p/aces in different forms was not small ln given situation. But, it
tacked live consciousness about the systematic efforts with an
angle to prepare the industrial workers for leading the agrarian
movement- The obiective scope for the task has increased in our
work pockets with increasing number of new contract workers
from peasant families. Ihe significance of creating at least one
other center of inclustrial workers under our influence was noted
in LC plan, but oniy from angle of maintaining continuity in case
of sorne major setback to the work in already existing center.
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However, the new LC pran after /atest sfafe conference
has put
the task in better perspective. (E.A.)

The most cruciar observation was that the further rear

advancement of crass struggre to higher revers
cailed for further
raising the lever of struggre capacity. The growing
discontentment
among people can be furlher transrated into developed
militant
features only by consoiidation of reading cores
of crass struggre. The
demarcation from economist-reformist forces wirr
remain in narrow
confines of miritant or non miritant forms of struggres,
if the struggre
consciousness is not revorutionized towards important
and basic
issues. The LC notecl that the entrenchment
of revorutionary

direction in mass organization demanded fo speed
up the
activities of revorutionary potiticar front. tt is to p-i",[t
ii,
agrarian revorutionary program and poritics in forms
inteiligibte
fo peasantry- But the most cruciar task for further
immediate
strengthening of c/ass struggre is curtivating
and deveroping
the party forces.

ln terms of unfording of the principar contradiction the
s-truggle sharply brought to tight the operation
of the aspect of
feudalism in its intercannectiins as a syste
m. tt provided much
favorable basis
highrighting and promoiing tne much
required politicar.for
expressio n to tie contradiction: rn reration
to
the other aspecf of the contradiction, the struggre
had touched
the undertying feering of the adivasis ror
tneiiight to rand and
jungle- The LC.-.-. appreciativery made
att posJiore efforts for
conscious poriticar expressio n io this contradiction.
(page-go)
(E.A, throughout)
The LC serf criticaily noted in above frame: ,,even
after waging
glorious
two
and miritant struggres, party had remained incapabre
in
instituting eve. a se.mbrance oi p".tv structure
or in undertaking any
party activities'....Hence, instead of ,n integrated
and baranced
development..'.... a rerativery unbaranced or ropsided growth
two was going on.....This chasm, was widening every of the
day.,,
(Emphasis added)
The LC commented in its review report that even
gains of
another successfut struggre against timber mafia the
courd
not be
consolidated for want of a proper instrument
for that
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The document* reflected the unclerstanding that the
abjective pressure for maJor struggles is not a negatlve
pi.no^"non in itself. on the contrary, lt indicated the scope

and opportunities for buildtng armed agrarian revolutionary
movement. The slgnificdnt thing is to respond in a conscious
andplannedmanner,wlthafocusoncreatlngandconsolidatlng
the purpose.' "ln
tha very instrument to realize the potentlal for
thiswestartwiththeknowledgethatinanarealike''..theother

be there and
objective pressure for major mass struggles will always
that
naiurally so, lt is that which gives scope for political expectations
under the
the organized mass revolutionary movement' organized
towards
here
stratejic leadership of the party, can go on most directly

armedstruggle.lndeedbythatstagethestrategicleadershipofthe.
progressively
party would be operatinj tnrough the instrument of
increased
consolidated power of 1ne trioat peasantry and the
the party
revolutionary grasp and capacities and prestige of
job of local organization
organization. And inrt *itt not remain the
alone." (EA)

Thus tha document property comblned the party reagrarlan
organlzatlon fask wlth the task of bullding
wlth
llne
ln
was
rovolutlonary teadershtp' The posltton
slgnlflcance of bulldlng nucleu
lnstrument of exerclslng Party

concelved ln Mao'Se' Tung
under hls leadarshlP.

present phase of
The central placing of party reorganization in
unanimous position
communist revolutionaiT rnou"*ent of lndia was
of the.centra
phase of th
specificities
(higher) sub
the lndian c
significanc6."lt is because of the
oitn" communist PartY of lndia
in lndia"'
present phase in the communist revolutionary moventent
has a bearing on the
Moreover, it is an. "ovorarchlng task" which
"governs the

,,central plvot oi our whole work orlentatlon", ll
;;;i, w'ork of our pdrty organlzailon tn the context
*One of the plenum documents lcno-wn as "states'Review"
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of

the

present phase". Both the task of pafty building and the task of
revolutionary mass movement building "are geared, in particular
towards the accomplishment of this task" and are "conditioned
and circumscribed" by it. ln context of the whole phase "this task

remains lhe principal task". This pressing task needs to be
addressed uninterruptedly whatever the specific situation of the
party forces and the revolutionary movement." (Emphasis
added throughout).
Much was needed to be done to ensure "working with orientation
required by our political organizational and tactical line". Ihe efficacy
of tactical llne implementatlon was partlcularly gettlng affected
to one or the other extent due to weak bearlng of organizationai
line orlentatian on tactical llne orlentatlon. This partlcular factar
was coming lnto the way of promotlng the live consciousness of
tactlcal line. lt was a/so affectlng the llve consciousness ot'
overall practlce of llne. The unified and systematic lmplementation
of line depended upon such a live consciousness. The entrenchment
of such a live consciousness in practice called for promotion of
necessary political-organizational processes, The weaker the
processes, lesser the efficacy of party organization as fitting leading
instrument of class struggle. (E,A)
This generaltruth was getting manifested.with particularforce in
ourconcrete case.Atthe specific juncture of plan unfolding process, it
was particularly crucial to learn to intervene and lead the class
stru g gle in a way that the affectivity of the lead ing i nstru ment acq u res
the minimum necessary efficacy as soon as possible.
i

Overall, at almost all places the spontaneous pressures more or
less tended to dampen the role of party organization as leading
instrument of class struggle and push it towards appendage position
in relation to class struggle. The pressures made inroads through
subjective consciousness at leastto some extent.
The plan document was concerned about our foothold among
basic classes. The task was given due placing and taken as a more
peftinent reference point for locating move mental tasks. ..... But, the
particular direction, for major or minor revolutionary movement
building areas, further demand pin pointing of the essential
reouirements, to be met, in a process. From this angle particularly
significant is the proper emphasis on ensuring worker peasant
alliance direction as core of unitecl front in pockets and achieving due
31

combination of rural work and city work in a process. lt should be kept
in mind that revolutionary movement building areas is yet a relative
term in our concrete situation. lt underlines the significance of
filling the essential gaps in the areas marked as revolutiorrary

movement building areas. Except getting necessary approach
and base among all united frant classes, the task prominently
demands cultivation of party forces.
The above said has also some relation with particular

preparation of industrial working class for its leading role in agrarian
revolution. The May Day publications of one of the Leading
Committee manifested vigilance about this aspect particularly in its
mass political paper. lt propagated the imperatives of leading role of
proletariat in form of mass version of our position in the Path
document. This aspect is needed to be promoted as a regularfeature
of our work in industrial workers everywhere. But more necessary is
the further concrete extension of these imperatives as part of policy
on workers front.
The communist revolutionary party (the most advanced
proleta ria n, consistent, comprehensive - thin kin g revolutionary force
of the people) capable of leading the people towards real democracy
and socialism was all the more urgently needed. This also meant
preparation of the revolutionary force for grasping and bringing about
armed struggle and protracted people's war. This mean.t at present
mental, political and technical preparation of the revolutionary

force for self defense of the movement, particularly the
revolutionary peasant movement. ln the absence of a
revolutionary communist Party of lndia, a polarization of the
cr:mmunist revolutionary force, and struggle for the establishnrent of
the correct political tactical line, were also urgent and necessary.
Active ideological struggle within the organization too would thus be
required (From: the states' review document, Emphasis added).

The plenum document expiained that the major areas
selected as revolutionary movement building areas were conceived
as focal points of our integrated party work. These were given major
importance because they alone offered definite scope for building a
sustainable revolutionary peasant movemenf and eventually for
integrating the whole structure of our political mass work there
around the axis of the peasant movement.
.r,
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From the Conference Document:

Regarding Broad Contours
of the Plan Direction

must take care to remove the past
his aspect.

the
all t

centralplan must be taken as
the plan
further concretized and implemented of
by
on in their respective spheres.
t
i"l
"ppf
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to CC as well as the other party bodies. lt should constitute an integral
frame of practice for the whole organization. lt is significant that the
plans of the state leading committees should be based on their own

sources, resources and capacities. The capacities and energies of
the in-charge CCMs should not be counted as part of the material
strength of the lower bodies. Guidance, help and assistance should
be differentiated from material participation in jobs of the lower
committees. The directton should be implemented with a road map
approach.
(5) Ultimately, the CC is responsible for ensuring plan
implementation. But it is significant to ensure implementation in a
proper way. ldeological measures must be included in the category of
necessary measures for ensuring plan implementation. The attempts
at ensuring must leave a margin for independent jurisdiction of the
lower committees in matter of line implementation. lt means a margin
for making mistakes and learning through practice using their own
wisdom and creative ability in grasping and implementing the
guidance from above.
(6) The overail gap between need and capacity to address the
central tasks as well as the tasks in the states has increased than
before. lt has further underlined the significance of pruning approach
to the extent of a compulsion. So the exact choice and effective
attention to priority spheres significantfor nnaking a dent should be an
important ingredient of the plan approach.
(7) The essence of intermediate objectives for the current phase
of development of the revolutionary movement can be stated in a
nutshell as follows:
- To lay the material founclation for providing unified all lndia
leiadership to the revolutionary movement by reorganizing the
communist Party of lndia on the qualitatively developed basis of unity
on the basic line of the lndian revolution.
- To lay the foundation for initiating the armed struggle for
seizure of power througl'r building the agrarian revolutionary
movementto the level of forcible seizure of land.
- To lay the foundation of the united front of the revolutionary
classes around the axis of worker-peasant alliance under the
leadership of the Proletariat.
Allthese tasks are inter-related, with each having the bearing on
the other two. Overall, the current phase is defined by the task of re34

(B) our concrete pran of tasks and poricies throughout the
present phase of the rndian revorution must be imbibed with
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revolutiona ry alternative.

1

That is how the immediate, the intermediate and the long term
perspectives of the specific task are to be placed and reflected in
plan.

(9) The significance and priority of different fronts and areas
should be decided according to the immediate concrete imperatives
of the CRP. lt means concentration of forces for rural work with central
significance to the peasant masses. From among the layers of
revolutionary peasantry, the task of bringing agriculture labur on the

mighty-social force must be
emphasized.'Any sections with a scope to shoulder this task also

scene

of

class struggle as

a

deserve attention from this angle.
our situation in areas of strategic relevance must be carefully
studied to ascertain and respond the scope of concrete advance' At
the same time due care and attention should be given to the fronts
and areas which may better serve the requirements of getting a
foothold in areas of strategic relevance, directly or indirectly. From
this point of view the fronts and areas with better Soope of serving as
nurseries of cadre force must be given due significance in overall
attention.

(10) Keeping in view the scarcity of party forces we are to
demarcate the areas in our fold between revolutionary movernent
building areas and the areas of
agitation. Generally the revolutiona
revolutionary movement building

relevance as well as other areas as supportive areas of political base'
But in our situation due to limited base and reach of the movement
and the party the margins are much narrow. lf cther factors are the
Same the areas of strategic relevance with peasant base should be
the priority for choice. The overall state of party forces (including
scope for deployment from outside) is other significant factor for
choice. The work among different classes from united front point ot
view should also be counted. And last but not least; the Scope in some
area as nursery of cadres should not be overlooked' with such

l. The
intensifiherecenlhighprojcction
ofreaiti

rlined in context of the
eadedbYRSS camP'

2.Wereeyer,thereisthesizablepresenceofthislayerandthescapeto

deploythepartYforces-

16

various factors in mind, in the beginning, the area denoted as the
movement building area may have some gaps with a scope to be
filled in a process.

revolution.

with a view to provide proletarian leadership to the agrarian
revolutionary movement our concrete plans of tasks in different areas
must proceed with the conception of simultaneously building the twin
strands of worker peasant movement in a single pocket. From this
angle, it must proceed with an approach of bridging the distance gap
between the respective areas of base among peasant masses and
the industrial workeis. The selectiorr of areas or industries for
intensive work should be determined by two strategic considerations.
The first is to develop closer ties with the struggling masses with the
(11 )

we need concrete steps to equip our forces on workers' front

Tire work in industrial proletariat must be given special placing in
view of the principal task of the party re-organization.
(12) with a view to proceed with united front approach from the
very beginning; the direction should be taken for achieving composite
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character of base among different classes. The conception should
have a bearing on deployment of forces as well as on preparing action
programs for building the ARM. The latter implies that the action
programs should serve aS a common chord to draw different classes
into an integrated stream of anti feudal struggles. lt should be with
due alertness about the relative placing of the issues belonging to
different classes in antifeudal struggles.

area, concrete assessment about urgency regarding clarity on the
specific issues in terms of positive as well negative fallouts for the
movement in terms of quantity and quality and the state of party
forces deployed in the area in matter of assimilating and making use
of that clarity etc. |he rssues or the aspects of the issttes being
faced as bottlenecks for the next higher round of concrete

advance must
altention.

be differentiated and Picked uP for priority

(14)Foreffectivelybuildingandleadingtheagrarian

revolutionary movement and re-organizing the Party, we are to grasp
the inter-relationship between the ARM and the task of party reorganization" The disintegration of the cR forces has largely
contributed to the inadequacy of the ARM under proletarian
leadership, generally as well as particularly under the leadership of
our forces. The re-organization of party with qualitatively developed
line, organization and leadership will definitely mark a qualitative

and the pafty buildinE towards the central task
3R

of

Party re-

organization' rrrow we are to proceed
with determination and concrete
ccurse to remove these deficiencies
in practice.
The other tasks of the phase to be
concretery materiarized
mainly in proce-ss of agrarian revorutionary
move-"nt
oritoing i.e.
the preparation for armed struggre
and the task of raying foundations
for the united front are atso crrJil
for rending their bearing on shaping
and moutding our organization as a wortnyluirJing;o"r
of the party
to be re-organized.
(1S)The question of bearing of party
re-organization

task as an
o'erarching task on our practice needs
crarity
in terms of
ciirection as we, as the time schedure.
"omL
The re-organization
cannot be
achieved without further theoreticar
deveropment of rine. The
theoretical development of line has two
aspects. one is to be based
orr summing

up of the imprementation of rine. The
other is to be based
on study and anarysis of the socio-economic
conditions of the country
and the regions. The earlier plan
was based on the observation that
the movement as.well as the party
lags behind the available level of
the line' Hence, th.ere was the empnasis
on rine

imprementation in
terms of immediate pran schedure
of
two
years.
in. rang. ano
qrrantum

of ideorogicar-poriticar tasks was
circumscribed in context of
the task of furthertheoreticar o.r.tof
ment of rine on the basis of study
and anarysis

of socio-economic

conditions. such a restriction of
range and quantum did not mean
the reduced pracing as such. Later,
the plenum docum-ents dury emphasized
the significJnce of summing
up from the view of its contrib.tion
to further deveropment of rine. The
next pran direction must take due
care of giving proper pracing to
su,ming up task in our rine imprementation
cycres. care shourd be
taken for bearing of re-organizaiion
task on our review exercises. we
should keep in mind thatlt is not
tn"-uritoing of ARM in itserf but the
summing up of its experience which
is most essentiar for lending the
bearing of ARM on party buirdinj
and thrs making a way for furlher
unifications and re-organization
ol party on improved
As far as the present situation is concernedrine basis.
the theoreticar
aspect based on studyand anarysis
has acquired more significance
than before. rt is both ror oeitei readership
to immediate crass
struggle as weil as the contribution
to the re-organization task. Even
then the line implem.entation stiil
keeps its ctaiirs;;;;;r. attention
as compared to the theoreticar
deveropment of rine as such. rt seems
so at least.for the pran period unress
some significant theoreticar
39,
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challenge comes to fore for immediate attention.s lt iS because of the
limited development of the movement and the party as compared to
the level of our line. The lack of live consciousness of line irr matter of
its unified and systematic implementation itself calls for more
emphasis on party building as compared to RMM building. The need
is further underlined in view of the over archirlg task of the party reorganization.
(16) Needless to say, the significance of ideological political
tasks as well as the political organizational tasks cannot be over
emphasized in this context. The line implementation is to be unifled
and systematic to be sufficiently fruitful. lt depends on live
consciousness of the integral line partiiularly its ideological political
foundations. such a live consciousness pre-supposes deep
entrenchment of line in conscious practice of party forces. This
aspect, underlines the significance of ideological-political tasks.
(17)The peculiar dimension of ideological political tasks i.e. the
ideological political struggle against wrong trends is important not
only in context of the party re-organization but also in context of
immediate line implementation. lt is because there is the element of
confrontation or co-operation with other CR forces dUring line
implementation in areas of common presence. Another aSpect is of
winning over the new recruits of CR movement with theoretical
leanings and with a potentialto develop.
some organizations competing/co-operating us are all lndia
organizations. The task of their exact characterization is pending'
The situation has a bearing on ideological struggle for line
implementation as well as the reorganization of the party which need
to be addressed.

for immediate efficacy of party organization in leading the class
struggle particularly the ARM. These are significattt as well for
transforming our organization into the worthy building block of the
party to be re-organized'
3. Here, immediate means within the time range ofplan pericd'
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ln this context entrenchment of our organizationar rine is a
crucial task from both the aspects. rt is cruciar for improving
the

bearing of organizational line orientation on tactical
line orientation to
improve the efficacy of tacticat line implementation.
lt is necessary to
make the Party organization sufficienily effective instrument
of
leading the class struggle. lt is also crucial tbr establishment
of the
crucial organizational concepts which stay as distorted rargely
in
communist revolutionary camp. Unity of real understanding
withinthe
Party about these concepts is necessary for making our
organization
the worthy building brock of the earty to be r!-organized. The
entrenchment of organizational rine should be taken as
the priority
aspect of ideological building of the party. Unity of understanding
on
these concepts within the camp is ciucial for unification
on the basis
of integralline.

The four points underscored by speciar conference are stiil
relevant for the next plan. These are: the central team
function, the
development of political organizational self reliance
at each level, the
political-reporting system as a pillar of two way
chain of information
and guidance and the necessary frame of criticism
and serf criticism.
(19) we are to transform, in a process, our method
of readership
into the method of generar direc,i.nar guidance known
as indirect
niethod of leadership. we are to estabiish the conception
that
issue is in fact connected with the essence/ character of the
the
communist organization we want to deverop especiaily
to confront
the autocratic state in oursemi-feudal semi-colonial
country. We want
to develop an organization in which cadres are deveroped
through
education and training in process of indepen,Jent practice
in frame of
the line, policies decisions and instructions from above
.We assist by
showing how when our cadres are in difficurty and.cannot
cope, but
othenruise by guiding and encouraging them in
making use of their
own consciousness pointing out the poricy erements
relevant in their
situatiort. This way we equip them to deverop serf-reriance
at every
level. ln context of antagonistic anti-people state seeking
to crush the
democratic and cR forces, it wourd become easiest to
operate
independently and better coordinate the secret and
open and the oG:
because'our forces are trained to think and operate independenfly.
Keeping in view that we are moving with intermediate perspective
of
laying foundations for initiation of armed struggle, the significance
of
this method is further underlined.
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With such maximal self- reliance at every level, the next higher
party organization leadership would be freer to focus on its own tasks
and duly perform as party leadership
(20) Our organization is movement oriented, and we form
leading committees at various levels according to the political
organizational needs of our organization's Work at that level. But in
forming the committees at any level, if we are not objective in taking
into account the political organizational level and capability and level
of preparedness of each comrade with whom the committee is to be
constituted, then not only will the individual conrrade be failing in his
responsibility but the performance of the entire committee itself gets
affected. No doubt there will be some gap between the levels of
different comrades. But such gaps should rrot be so wide that the
committee's performance itself gets affected. ln this respect, if the
gap is in the political organizational level, it can be overcome in the
course of effective functioning. But if there is considerable gap in the
levels of preparedness, then the committees functioning itself gets
affected. lf a committee fails seriously in the discharge of its
responsibilities not only does its existence become redundant
objectively, but instead of enthusinE and guiding the lower ranks, it
paralyses and demoralizes them with a devastating effect on the
movement. The higher surch a committee is, the greater will be the
Oevastation caused to the entire organization and the movement.
Hence the system of organization of effective committees is most
crucial for the development of our organization and implementation of
our line.

To be able to be really effective, all our leading committees
should be committees of professional revolutionaries' But our
present organizational level is deficient in this regard' At the same
time the needs of leading and coordinating the existing work require
the formation of a committee. ln such cases, wl'rile forming
committees in the required area we must have a clear idea abotrt the
actual levelof that committee, in terms of the leveland preparedness
of its composition. lf this actual level falls short of the requirements of
the level at which we are forming the committee, then its actual level

should be informed to the ranks even while we may call it the "leading
committee" of that level. This is necessary, for the rarrks to know what
to expect from such a committee, for the higher leadership to know
what requirements are needed to guide Such a c6mmittee, and for the
A'
xrA

committee itself to know exactly what tasks it can perform now and
how to strive to develop to be able perform all the tasks.
There should be an outline of concrete stepping stones, in a
seguence, for transformation of commiffees into committees of
professio nal revolutionaries. Our organizational tine defines Che

criteria of a professiona/ revolutionary which shoutd be our
reference point.
'fhe implementation of criterion must be initiated from the
level of CC itself.
(21) As the direction for coming period, the next plan should
emphasize the CC's perennial All lndia role and essentially
ideological political method of leading. The All lndia CC's wider

analytical role of taking an overyiew of the class forces must get due
weight in plan conception. Plan should be essentially guided by the
approach stated in CC course document to shape itself as the leading
all lndia team. The essential concepts like the role of CC as primary
body of CCMs, the single policy making body, ideological political
method of guidance, integrated party work orientation, the centre as
starrding wing of the CC constituted of the whole time CCMs, the
significance of responding the imperatives of the distinct leading post
of the CC, the Significance of differentiating between the role of in
charge cclvls as guides to work in the states and the role as axis of
the party work in states, the significance of emphasizing the
centralization task as the collective function of CC, particularly the CC
centre, the indispensability of developing the leading core of the CC
and above all the peculiar significance of ideological work and the
edge of ideologicalworktowards party building in role of the cc in this
phase of party re-organization etc. should be the reference points to
proceed. There should be a planned course for improving the
performance of the cc in matter of raising the issues, originating from
the executive sphere to ideological political level.
(22)The issue of transforming the party organization into a fitting
leading instrument of class struggle demands strenuous efforts from
the party organization to put its own house in order. The phenomenon
of over dependence on mass organizations for achieving party
targets must be curtailed in favor of direct approach to the masses
from the party platform through its independent instruments. Such an
independent activity, preaching and seeking seizure of power
through armed force is not tolerable for any anti-people state, not to
43
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talk of the autocratic state we face. So the lndependent party activity
is to be promoted mainly through secret and underground channels
and structures. The independent party activity is far trom becoming
our mainstay yet. The task of making it our mainstay demand making
illegal, secret and underground activity the main form of our activity'
The plan direction must indicate concrete course in this direction'
(23) Our experience has further underlined the significance
of addressing the task of addressing the task of self defense of
the revolutionary democratic movement. The plan mustaddress

the concrete requirements of guidance regarding this task in

forms of aggression, the rise of lslamicfundamentalism in this context
and the fascist mobilizations in generai and particularly under the
banner of National chauvinism combined with Hindu religious
chauvinism spearheaded by RSS camp, the rise of intellectual
activism against hindutava combine and its bearing on the emerging
scenario of national politics, the recent rounds of upper cast
mobilizations in different states, the second round of operation green
hunt etc. The final picture will emerge while addressing the task of

the democratic revolutionary movernent which demands a correct

approach for proper realization. At the same time the phenomenon is
source of wrong tendencies, debates and confusion in the cR camp.
ln view of both the aspects the plan should see the scope for
addressing the issue at policy level as well as in practice through
suitable forms.
(26) ln matter of the direction concerning most of the issues
stated above, a roadmap approach is a must. This general approach
is for taking the achievement of targets as a process through the
stepping stones of a concrete plan. lt is for ensuring direction with
necessary margin for laying foundations of transformation.

+.:,+++
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From Self-Determination. to
the Distinct Goal of National Liberation

The Pending political Journey
of the Kashmir Movement

:,

The Kashmir vailey is again "on the boir". After unprovoked and
planned murder of Hizbul Mujahidin commander Burhan
Muzaffar
wani, by the state terrorist forces on July g, the spontaneous waves
of anger and grief have spreacj far and wide across the valley. Media
observers call it a replay, with an unparalleled ferocity of the mass fury
faced by the lndian state in 2oog and 2010. people continue to defy
curfews and brave bullets as they did in 200g and 2010, but the scale
and intensity of present mass outrage is comparable only with the
mass anger expressed in turmoil of late eighties and early nineties.
The wave of street 'intifadas' has, this time, directed itself to target
anything symbolizing "lndia". BJp offices, a pDp legislature's house,
CRPF posts, police stations, army bunkers and go,irr.,r.nt vehicles
have been set ablaze. Even an attempt was made to storm major
rAF
base. l-louses belonging to pro-rndia parlies came under attack.
Marry villages saw intense protests including an attack on a
speciar
operation Group (soc) camp of the.,lammu & Kashmir porice.
According to a Fronfline report, "The protests were so fiery that
even police men who were considered ,,motivated', and ,,well_trained,,
in counter-insurgency had to desert the camps ... these were
subsequently razed to the ground by mobs. when a buildozer
was
brought in to bring down the camp in Rahmo, the protesters stopped
it: they wanted to clismanfle it brick by brick with their own hands.
There was the same kind of anger ih Hassanpora in Bijbehara.,,
Llnion home minister Rajnath singh reported tnat in first
sixteen
days of turmoil 2228 state porice personner, 1100 centrar
Reserve
Police Force (cRpF) personner and 22s9 civirians had been
injured.
Later the figure of injured security persons, in union ministry
reports
rose to 4500. The prcltesters are injure,c mosfly with
bullets above the
waist. The security forces freely used lsraeli-style cartridges
called
pellets. These are loaded with some five hundred
iron-balls. The
number of youth admitted with pellet injuries is reported to be
in
hundreds. Irrlost of them are rikeiy to go brind fulry or partiaily.
The
rising deaih tolt of civitian protesters hls already iouched
70 within
one and a half month of the agitation. The suppression of media
45

touched new heights with the ban on communication lines, internet
services, social media and news paper publications leading to an
embarrassing and pitiable situation of political defense for Mehbooba
Mufti.

The might of state armed forces including paramilitary forces
remains unable to 'control' the mass fury of the unarmed people who
use stones, now popular as "weapon.of the unarmed" .As a special

step after seven weeks of the turmoil, 26 battalions of border security
force, with sophisticated military weapons, have joined the'national
of
batfle,against unarmed masses including determined contingents

womenandpre-teenstreetfighters,unarmedorstone-armed'as
someone maY Preferto call.
The reality about the content of the "Kashnrir Problem", as it is
called in ruling tlr=" language, has come to light with striking clarity in
recent decades, The dense flashes of Kashmir phenomenon as a
seething cauldron of anger and revolt have repeatedly exposed the
crucially depleted political capital anc tyrannical face of t_he lndia.n
autocratic state. As a part of this process, the latest round of turmqil is
marked with added political dimensions and implications' lt is now
;'incipient revolt", "virtltal revolt", and evett "a
being mentioned as
,"vilt", by lndian media observers. .Some headlines in lndian media
as ilashlights on the content as well as the intensity of the

serve
popularfeelinginKashmir.TheynowpointtotheKashmirspectrum
as ,,sfreet side plebiscite", "An' tfie streefs speak freedom",
"Wrath of Kashmir", "lt has never happened before" "lt is a
revolt,, ,,A rebellion goes viral" so on and so forth. The following
piece of dialogue from the press under the title "Bullets can't stop
us"highlights the spirit of young minds in Kashmir:
,.We have the capacity to make them surrender,', said the 20year-old boy, Atif Ahmed, in Rabmo, pointing towards a deserted and
,,can they come back? No, over our dead
iamaged soG camp.

are
bodies." His eyes filled up with anger as he said: "Do you think we
to
will
have
lndia
making sacrifices just for fun? No, it is for azadi, and

l.""pondtothis'Noomar,noMehbooba,noAzadcanstopusbyfiring
buliets on us, write this if you have the courage." His friend Muneer
added: "we are not anti-lndia, but we hate lndia for not listening to us
and killing us."
,,This is the refiain fronr all other parts of Kashmir where the
are struggling to restore peace." (Frontline -

government forces
August 1 9, 201 6)
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The heroic high tide of mass anger and the grorious
corective
spirit of sacrifice demonstrated by flre peopre
of Kashmir are throwing
ligh'' on its rear source of origin. The turmoir
is revearing the
widespread unflinching urge for "Azadi,,as
we, as the utter hatred for
lndian "occupation" at ths'oot of Kashmir
movement. The echo of
these essentiar vibrations of the Kashmiri nationarity,s
heart throb is
now too powerfur to be simpry dismissed as ,creation
of pakistan,.
Rather, the shock waves of intense mass fury
in Kashmir have now
caused a dent in ruring crass poriticar consensus
on tne pr"J"g ,";
projection of Pakistan factor regarding present
Kashmir turmoil. rn
spite of its common thread of rndian chauvinism, the
ruring crass
response to Kashmir developments betrays
cracks and the element
of-mutuar brame game. Due to this factorthe
ruring crass propaganda
offensive against Kashmir movement within
the fEme of common so
called nationar interest has got diffused to an
,.fairure,,
in
"political sorution" to "KaJhmir probrem,, extent. The
is
now
a
theme
of
controversy among ruring crass poriticar quarters.
Thus, the poriticar
strength of Kashmir struggre is being refrected
as a reduction of
political space for ruling classes in
matter of concealing the Kashmir
reality from rndian masses. rt is yet to be
reflecteJ positivery in
sufficient expression of solidarity from lndian
masses.
ln recent decades the arienation of Kashmiri peopre
from rndian
state

has further grown. The new generation born
after 1990 is
completely alienated. They see the lndian
state onry through ,,the
barrel of the g-un", in words of media. An extensive
traver by media
persons, in affected areas, mentioned
as ,,resemotinj uatile fierds,,,
has lead to the concrusion that such a rever
of unrest cannot be
"Pakistan sponsored". rt is beyond
doubt that the chain of unarmed
t remains the major form to strike
forces of lrrdian state. lt is the
s the urge for freedom of Kashmir.
or a rm ed s ro u ps, ru n d a m e nta st o r
of armed groups in,rndia-controired part
of Kashmir is now recognized
in lndian media as "rocal" phenomena
instead of the export-product
of
-

":::ij: II?#;[1 T[5i'::],'J

ri

terrorism smuggled from the cross border.enemy,,soili
The recent phase of'serf-derusion of rndian rurers
regarding
hardly managed peace in Kashmir has come
to an end. rt is the rogicar
fate of any temporary round of unjust peace
maintained through
might of state terrorism. rt is the ,.ry ,".
of terrorist rod of unjust
4

peace by the lndian state which is now taking its toll. The murder of
Burhan Wani became a trigger for explosion of latent accumulated

commit and ctaim murder competitions in securitv personnel. lt

perception about change of demography and the consequences'

on the other side, the

response
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of Modi government

has

suppress the highly determined unarmed/stone-armed masses, but
more than that, as a terrifying display of mighty state power' The state

behavior has demonstrated utter disregard for the civilian life in
Kashmir. The tendency to kill has a backing of Armed Forces Special
Power Act which removes all accountability for such killings' The
rulers are not apologetic for the loss of life and blood. The RSS
ideologue Ram Madhav has declared in his tweet that the
gor"rnrn"ntwould "stand firm" on its course to crush the challenge'
ihe rulers continue to use the Pellet guns and refuse to rule out their
the
use even in future. lt reveals the reality of panic stricken mind of
rulers and the tyr.annical face of lndian state at the same time.

TherulingclassoppositioniscriticisingBJPgovernmentfor

and
responding to kashmir situation as a mere law and order problem
or
dismissing
for
it
a mere creation of Pakistan. They also criticise
issue'
Kashmir
undermining the aspect of "political solution" to
There is talk of restricting the operation of AFSPA, a return to the
past
dustbin of past recommendations of interlocutors, bringing
,,autonomy" proposals and promises out of dust for revival, reach out

toallforcesinKashmirincluding..separatists',,returnofsomefleshto

Skelton of secton37o, an all party delegation to Kashmir; so on and
of a
so forth. ln a nutshellthese proposals seek to float a semblance
frame for "politica|solution'r to Kashmir issue within so called national
of this
consensus among lndian ruling olasses. But the hollowness
strikingly
light
to
for a "political solution" comes
professed
"political
"on".rn
when it is obserued that the proposals are'bctually for a

solution''SansrecognitionofKashmiripeople'srighttoself
determination.
major
such an overall state of poverty regarding political offers is
to
expre;sion of depleted political capital of lndian state in relation
"lnsaaniat'
Kashmir issue. The repetition of hollow phrases like
a poor
is
ekta"
and
"mantta
Jamhooriat and Kashmiriat" or
opened
recently
concealment to this political poverty. The display of
state coffers in the name of employment and

mouth

of lndian

developmentinKashmiralsocannotcompensatethispolitical
formula
Jeartn. lt is a fresh trial to the same old "food and salt"
shamelesslypleadedbylndiraGandhiandNehruinlatefortiesinher
is that the
observations about Kainmir. (see page - )The difference
its
purchasing
level of hatred in Kashmir against any attempt at
is now much
dignity by making clever usetf economic sufferings
higher. lt has

"orl

to light in most clear terms even in present turmoil49

Even the attempt at making a sembrance of poriticar
offensive
against Pakistan has betrayed the political bankrupicy of
the rulers of
both the states. The Kashmir-Baruchistan brame game
competition
has further exposed their true face on so cailed prricipar
of ,,unity and
integrity" of a country. "pakistan has no right to do with
Baruchistan
and Makbooza Kashmir which rndia hai every right to do
with
Kashmir" is their bankrupt rogic of convenience. Because
of the high
level of tempos of defiant nationarities in both the countries,
the
common thread of tyranny and nationar oppression in
behavior of
both the states is now coming to sharper rrght, making it
easier for the
people on both the sides to recognize thenr
a" com,non enemies.
The other sign of depreted poriticar capitar is expressed
in crises
of usable locar stooges to reduce arienition through maintaining
semblance of "Kashmir government" in the state. Even the
seemingly
high sounding past resolutions of Kashmir;assembly
for restoration of
situation as in earry fifties courd not herp saving the credibirity
of any
section of ruling cl
rship I'rom kashmir. lt is because
of two reasons. O
litical grip of Kashmiri masses on
the demand for an
n which remains the testing rjevice
to verify the Kashmir DNA in any political blood. The
other is utter
compulsion to gear and steer the bulldozers of tyrannical
state power
more and more direcflyfrom the centre in ordertt
match the mounting
wrath of the defiant nationality. The pr.ice is exposure
of sidelined
local leadeirships as stooges of lndian state and
loss of their use value
as an inevitable consequence.

of the crisis is that the search for
compromisers from within the Kashmir movement,
with a capacity to
prevail, also remains a very hard job in vievr
of the intensified urge for
freedom and raised rever of vigirance of peopre
of Kashmir. ,r-,r-,i'n'n
and converting sheikh Abduila into a'stooge rong
ago,
state had imposed a vacuum of readeiship Ln -thethe rndian
Kashmir
movement.' The Kashmir movement could not
be able to fully fill this
vacuum. The other aspect of the same is
that there is no other sheikh
Abdulla to be aimed at and tried as a converted
instrument of respite
from the wrath of Kashmiri people.
It does not mean that any zigzags and iull-storm cycles
for
Kashmir movement are now ruled out. What is
significant is that the
'sheikhAbdullah,s vision-of ',independe
the
_fr"!? of .world imperialiit ordei. But
cal
weight who retained an inJTuence an Kas
Another dimension
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political managemerrt of the crisis is going to be more and more
consuming and exhaustive with lesser and quickly fading returns.
The Kashmir movement yet retains its overall spontaneous
character and faces a crisis of credible leadership. Even then it has
displayed strong elements of consciousness regarding signrficance
of its collective striking power and its target .lt has also reflected an
element of critical watch and response regarding the advice and
steps of any leadership. The dismissal of Geelani's advice for
restraint is an example. The positive aspect of spontaneous mass
character is its powerto ultimately prevail upon the lndian ruling class
search for vacillating and compromising elements.
The ongoing turmoil is peculiar because of the juncture of its
eruption. Now the alienation of Kashmiri nationality is at an advanced
stage. lt has completed another round of experience regarding local
political stooges of lndian state with Mehbooba as another dummy
head of the state after omarAbdulla. The Kashmiri people are iiow in
a better position to judge, on the basis of experience, the actual
relationship of various lndian and international forces with Kashrnir
movement. The experience of post eighty decades has exposed US
imperialism and Pakistani rulers as foes of Kashmir movement. The
US imperialism included Kashmir movernent in targets of its global
,,war
on terror". The soil of Kashmir demonstrated repeated glimpses
'crimes.
of anger against US wars of aggression and the associated
They expressed a feeling of common cause with world forces of
resistance against designs of this Super monster and its regional
bullies tike lsrael. This positive development has relieved the Kashmir
rnovement to much extent from the burden of confronting the
penetration of US imPerialism.
ln 1992 the Kashmiri nationality, on both sides of the border,
experienced true face of Pakistani rulers who did not hesitate even to
sprinkle bullets and take lives of Kashmiri people who were marching
to cross lndian border as a token of resolve to ultimately realise the
dream of united, integrated and independent Kashmir. Then in 2008
they went to the extent of declaring the militants in Inclian Kashmir as
terrorists. Such demonstrations of hostiiity have taken their toll by
eroding the capacity of Pakistani rulers to hijack or use ihe Kashmir
movement .ln 2007, a section of Hurriat leaders had to face a strike in
the valley in protest against their cross border visit for a dialogue with
Pakistani rulers. lt is in context of such background that the recent
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deceptive show of concern by pakistani rulers for Kashmiri people's
right to self determination is not received with expected enthusiasm in
lndian Kashmir. The content of their treacherous position had been
already revealed as "right to self determination" sans independence.
Because of their very placing in present global context of imperialist
strategy, they can only seek some favrrrabre setflement with lncjia
regarding ultimate division of Kashmir. They are neither for unity of
Kashmir nor for independence of any of its parts. Sc, they have now a
much reduced margin and scope to fish in troubled waters of lndian
Kashmir.
The lslamic fundamentalist forces in Kashmir are yet in the
process of coming out of the shock of this development. The
development remains a source of confusion and bewirderment for
them. Pakistan no longer remained a promised lslamic dreamland for
Kashmiri lvluslims in spite of utter hatrecj for lndian state. Devoid of
assured backing from Pakistani state, the lslamic fundamentalist
forces are particularly facing a state of flux in mapping their course.
Their down tone expressions in the midst of present turmoil might
have some relation with this state of flux.
The echo of nationality sentiment, with whatever clouding,
remains a counteruveight to the rise of lslamic fundamentalist trend in
complicated scenario of Kashmir movernent. Media quarters now
state the "ground realities" as "have gone beyond,, manipulation by
Pakistan. They say it "political radicalization not necessarily on the
basis of religion".

At the same time it remains a c;ounterweight also to the
vacillations of the secular nationalist, but essentially reformist,

rulers, Hoping against hope, it now looks for sympathy to quarters
even like Dalai-Lama, misconceived as co-sufferer of similar national
oppression. lt is in spite of the fact that Dalai-lama enjoys shelter of
the tyrannical lndian state and backing of the US impeiialist masters,
the proven enemies of Kashmiri people.
so, an overall state of flux continues regarding emergence of a
stable leadership to advance the Kashmir movement on a definite
and sure track to self determination and liberation. The problem is
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rooted in spontaneity of the movement which lacks the matching
political orientation. The vague notion of independence leaves much
ground for confusion in recognizing the friends and foes. The
question of independence for Kashmiri nationality is essentially a
question of coming out of the neo-colonial grip of imperialist
domination and oppression. lt is the content of the national liberation.
The present lndian as well as Pakistani states act as tools of this
domination and oppression. This imperialist domination, with
feudalism as its social prop, oppresses the people of all nationalities
in lndia as well as in Pakistan. Both the states are'national' pillars of
world imperialist order and are targets of the struggle for liberation
by people of allthe nationalities in these countries.
It is significant for Kashmiri people to recognize that the demand

for right to self determination, in spite of being a just and very
significant democratic demand, is not in itself a program of national
liberation. Moreover even the content of self determination lies in
exercising the right to build a social order of choice. A new democratic
social order free from imperialist and feudal oppression is the
common choice, determined objectively, for the people of all
nationalities in lndia and Pakistan. Right to self determination
including right to secede for all nationalities is one of the essential
ingredients of such an order. An echo of such a common cause in self
determination struggle can release the qntapped energies and'
provide a new stamina to Kashmiri movement. The present turmoil is
reflecting a significant welcome advance in composition of Kashmir
movement. lt is the transformation of villages into new emerging
cradles of striking power of Kashmiri nationality. The above
mentioned echo of the cause of national and social liberation can
provide a qualitatively new and t-righer complexion to this welcome
phenomenon. lt is necessary to pool and direct the common might of
lndian people in solidarity with Kashmiri people to strengthen this
echo.
(August,2016)
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A Glimpse
from the Year 2010
Wheneverthere are protests demanrjing "freedom from lndia" in
her crowded neighbourhood in Srinagar, Firdousi Farooq makes a
pointof participating, herfour-year-old son in tow.
Joining such demonstrations in lnclian-administered Kashmir
these days is fraught with risks.
Security forces have often fired orr stone-pelting protesters,
killing over 50 people, mostly teenagers, in the past two months as
the valley has been convulsed by what most locals call a fierce
peoples"'uprising" against lndia.
So what makes a mother of three hit the angry streets of
Kashmir?
Ms Farooq's eldest son, Wamiq, was killed in January when a
tear gas shell fired by \he police exploded on his head.
The '14-year-old top-of-the-class student, who loved watching
cartoons and dreamed of becoming a doctor, had stepped out for a
game of cricket.
The police report describes him as a "miscreant who was part of
an unlaMul assembly", at which the forces had fired tear gas shells in
self-defence. Very few - including his neighbours, lawyers and
journalists - believe this.

'Subjugation'
Sitting in her home in the crowded old city, Ms Farooq says she
had decided to hit the streets after her son's "murder".
"Why should I not protest? Why should I not pick up a stone? I
am doing this in the honour of my martyred son. I am doing this for
azadi (freedom) from subjugation ancl repression," she says
defiantly.
Firdousi Farooq is just another addition to the burgeoning army
of women who have been taking parl in the protests in Kashmir this
summer.You see them on the streets; you see them in the pictures.
Young and old, middle-class and poor, mostly dressed in floral
tunics, they defy the arnred forces, pelting stones at them, shouting
slogans and singing anti-lndia songs. When nightfalls, some of them
even lead protests with theirchildren.
Out of more than 50 people killed in the latest round of violence,
three have been women.
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lmage caption Ms Farooq joined protests after her son was killed
'/asmeen Jan, 25, was standing near a window inside her house
in Batamaloo on 6 July, watching a demorlstration wind by when she
was hit by a bullet allegedly fired by security forces.
"Mummy maey aaw heartas fire" (Mummy, my heart has taken
fire), she told her mother, turning.away from the window, before
collapsing on the floor, dead.
Fifteen-year-old Afroza Teli took a bullet in her head during a

protest demonstration in Khrew village in Pulwana district on

1

August. Slre died later in Srinagar.
Angry Kashmiris set fire to an irrigation office, a revenue office
and a court building after her death. A police station and a police
vehicle were also set on fire.
Aisha shiekh, a Ss-year-old housewife and resident of Srinagar,
was allegedty hit by a stone flung from a sling shot by the security
forces when she was walking with her granddaughter tc.r buy milk on 7
August. She died from herwounds a day later.
This is not the first time that women in Kashmir have come out in
droves to protest, but their numbers and impact appear to be greater
than ever before.
: "This time the intensity of protests by women is more. You can
also see more women protesting. Women have borne the brunt of the
Kashmir conflict, and it is not surprising that they are at the end of their
tether, " says Kashmiri journal ist Afsana Rashid.

Ralte
As Bashir Ahmed Dabla, who teaches sociology at Kashmir
University says, Kashmir's women have "seen their children
husbands and fathers being killed in the conflict, and routinely
humiliated by the security forces".
lmage caption Women have borne the brunt of the conflict
studies have shown there are up to 32,C00 widows of the twodecacle-long conflict in the Kashmir valley, and nearly 1oo,0oo
orphans. Another 1o,ooo nnen have allegedly disappeared during the
conflict, says a rights group.
Then there are some 400 "half-widows", whose husbands
disappeared in the custody of troops or police. Women have also
been the target of rape by the security forces.
"women have been compelled to come out and protest because
of the injustice and repression," says Professor Dabla'
Parveena Ahangar, a.softly spoken housewife turned feisty
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activist,

has been making a regular trek from her Gangbugh
residence to the city's downtown every month, to prbtest
against the
disappearances during the conflict.
Ms Ahangar's son Javed was 16 when he was picked
up by
security forces in 1 gg0 from the family home. He never returned.

"Kashmiri women are among the most poriticised
women in the
subcontinent, " says professor Dabla.

"He never protested or threw a stone in
his life. But he died. How
many more men wiil have to die? r want to go out and protest
and
demano freedom. Freedom to live.,,
(BBC News - 16 August, 2010)
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Uttered

from the Mouths

of the PlaYers
-,,1

must have

Kashmir."

(JawaharlalNehru

to

LiaquatAli Khan)

- ''ln discussing future Kashmir, Abdullah was vigorousthatin
restating that in his opinion it should be independent;
over.wh6lming majority population desired this independence: and
that he had reason io believe that some Azad Kashmir leaders

desired independence and would be willing to cooperate with leaders
of National confederation [conference] if there was reasonable
chance such cooperation would result in independence' .,. Kashmir
people had language and cultural background of their own' Their
itindrr by custom and tradition widely differed from Hindus of lndia,
and outlook and background; their Muslims also quite different from
Muslims of Pakistan. Fact was that population of Kashmir
homogeneous in spite of p.resence of Hindu minority." (from Talks of
ShetkiAbdullawith Loy Henderson, the US Ambassador to India)
-,,We have declared and even if we have not declared, the fact
would remain that it is the peopte of Kashmir who must decide' And
saywith all respectto our Constitution that it just does not matterwhat
yolr Constitution says; if the people of Kashmir do not want it, it will
not go there. Because what is the alternative? The alternative is
comlulsion and coercion, presuming, of course, that the people of
Kasl]mir do not want it. Are we going to coerce and compel them and
thereby justify the very charges that are brought by some misguided
peopleoutside this country against us? . . . Let us suppos'e there was
a proper plebiscite there and the people of Kashmir said, 'we do not
want io be with lndia.'Well, we are committed to it, we would accept it.
It might pain us, but we would not send an army against them; we
wouti accept that however much hurt we might feel about it and we
would change our constitution about it. we do not think that would
happen - that is a different matter' '.
I

.''DonotthinkyouaredealigwithapartofUP,BiharorGujarat.

You are dealing with an area, historically and geographically, and in
all manner of things with a certain background. lf we bring our local
ideas and local prJluOi"e= everywhere, we will never consolidate' We
have to be men of vision and there has to be a broadminded
acceptance of facts in order to integrate really. And real integration
you
comes of the mind and the heart and not of some clause which
(Jawaharlal I'lehru's SPeech
may impose on other PeoPle"'
in Parliqment on June 2 6th I 9 5 6)
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- "From ail the information thai r have,'g5
per cent of Kashmiri
Musrims do not wish to be or;.;;
rndian citizJns. ioouot therefore
the wisdom of trying to 'keep'p"opi"
by force *h;;; inev oo not wish
to stay' This cannot
but
hav.e serlous rong-term poriticar
consequences, though immediatery
it ,,"v-"rii po'ticy ano prease
public opin ion. " (Jay-apraka,
l, uoro)on,s retter t Nehru,
May I, I 9 s 6)
- "Behind the facade of the tonstitutionar
apparatus
rests the
nitty-gritty of rude fact: the rrailey
is an
day lndia's Army and security ?oicesoccupied territory; remove for a
and it is imposlibre to gauge
what might transpire at the nlriin"t",rt.
some oi tn" stone_perters
may nurse i'usions about pakistan,
some
may think in terms of a
sovereign, serf-gove.rning Kashmir,
but they certainry do not want to
be any part of rndia.,ltn" gi""i rncrian
nation, with its road of
civitisation stretching S, OOO
extraordinarily mum. . . .
V"Jril.
"one is suddenry-hit by a fearsome
rearisation: rndians by and
large do not perhaps feel ai arr,
tnis way or that, about the Valley,s
peopre. rn otherwords, the
rndian n"iion is arienated from Kashmir,,
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people it will always find
" itself in potiticat
turmoil.,,
close

ofsheikhz duilah inii" i*ionar
- "They clearly-si that they woulc, conference, quoted in r 954)
They wourd rike to go o^ut of rndil. '(Mir not liie to remain in lndia.
Kasim, ex-cM Kashmir and
associctte

central minister in Indira Cabinet, gil
I

a

- "... the administration was
oitn" view that tne proorem courd
only be solved by'bringinglhe p"opr"
into submi""iJn,,, (the union
Min is t erfo r Rai lways, George Fern;";;",
M;;)
olTiiii''",
- "The issue (in Kashmir)
is not rives.. .. The issue is the
durabirity
of the lndian state. And the rnoi"n'si"te
cannot
be
arioweo
to break
at any risk'" (unionMinisterforrorrii,qfuirs,r.
K. Gulrar,Aprit 22, 1gg0)
- "Kashmir is de_emed to
be oflreat value to us beciuse
we wish
to hord it up as an exampre
of Lur securarism. r wonder if
the
spokesmen of securarism 'rsituation' The same Kashmir "*"i. of the irohy of the present
tn"t'iJ'"rpposed to be an exampre of
Indian securarism has o""r"ion"]a'
nasty upsurge of Hindu
communarism' rt is not easy to
discern" this process, because
it is
happening under tne covei or nltionrrism.
rnoia oeing a Hindumajority country it,is not oimcuri,ls
has been i#rir."o by many
Hindu
trot out i" in" g"iu of tndian
;ff:ffiL";for

"o..rnli;";;"

"What

is meant by Kashmir being an exarnple
of
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lndian

'a

-

*i

"--

secularism? lt means, I believe, that the people of lndia have given
such proof of their non-communal outlook that the Muslims of
Kashmir, even though they are in a majority there, have freely
decided to live with lndia which is a Hindu-majority but a secular
country, rather than with Pakistan which is a Muslim-majority but an
lslamic state. But suppose we had to keep the Muslims of Kashmir
within lndia by force, would that also be an example of our
secularism? The very question exposes its absurdity. And yet, how
widespread is the mentality today that in order to defend the secular
basis of our nation, we must keep Kashmir, if necessary by force'
within the lndian Union!"
(Jaiparkash I'Iarayan, Hindustan Times' Malt l5' 1968)
- "This is the talk of the town. They say that only Sheikh Saheb is
confident of winning the plebiscite..,. Personally, I feel that all this
political talk will count for nothihg if the economic situation can be
dealt with. Because after all the people are concerned with only [one]
thing they want to.sell their goods and to have food and salt."
,'The Kashmir Government is finding it impossible to collect any
revenue this.loss will have to be made up by the lndian Govt.
Communications with lndia must improve. lt should not take very long
to make an all-weather track at the Srinagar Aerodrome. But most
important of all and, I feel, the only thing that can save Kashmir for
lndia and the Kashmiris will be an influx of visitors this summer,
preferably fr.om Bombay & Ahmedabad, since those are ones [who]
I 9 4 8)
bu y th e most. " (ndira Gandhi's Letter to Nehrufrory Srin agar May I 4,
Valley
Kashmir
the
- "lt must be remembered that the peoilte of
in
intelligence,
and round about, though highly gifted in many waysin
soft
artisanship, etc.are noi what are called a virile people. They are
and addicied to easy living. . . ." (Jawahar Lal Nehru Selected Works)
- "lt [Article 370] has been eroded, if I may use the word" '"
(Jawahar Lal Nehru, in Parliament November 27' 1963)
,,The
only avenue of taking the constitution into Jammu and
Kashmir is through the application of the provisions of Article 37O""
Article 370 is neither a wall nor a mountain, but that it is a tunnel' lt is
through this tunnelthat a good dealof traffic has already passed and
more will." (Home Minister G.N' Nanda, December 4' 1965)

writings on
{Most of the above quotes are cited in A.G. Noorani's
Kashinin)
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Kashmir Issue

A Brief Report on solidarity Actions in punjab
- by our Correspondent
The reports of soridarity actions in support of the just struggre of
the Kashmiri people on the part of communist revolutionary
democratic and justice loving people all over lndia and abroad are
pouring in. ln Punjab also, such actions have taken place under
the
leadership of different sections of the revolutionary communist
movement. ln these solidarity actions, held in different parts of the
state and in different forms, considerable number of leading sections,
activists and fighters from the ranks of the movement participated. lt
could be said that almost all the active and struggling sections such
as peasants, agricultural laborers, workers, employees, intellectuals,
students and youth participated in this activity in one orthe otherform.
It is also worth noting that this entire activity is done in face of the
possibility of some kind'oT disruptionist activity or act pertaining
to the
blatant attempts on the part of the lndian rulers to flare up the national
chauvinistic sentiments on the Kashmir issue. Nevertheless, the
response to the solidarity actions has pointed to the possibilities of
wider and bigger soridarity actions on the issue. Through this
solidarity activity is expressed the common interest of the people
struggling against different forms of neo-colonial imperialist and
feudal oppression and subjugation. A brief report follows:
I- Jallandhar: A convention "ln support of Right to selfdetermination of Kashmiri people and against the imposition of
military regime on Kashmir" was held, by three organizations active in
the revolutionary democratic movement of punjab namely the
cPl(ML) New Democracy, Lok sangram Manch and lnquilabi Kendra
Punjab on 03-08-2016. The convention was addressed by three
speakers namely com. Darshan Khatkar of cpr(ML)ND, com.
Balwant Makhu of LSM and com. Mukhtiar poohla of lKp. The issue of
Kashmir, its historical aspect, the right to self-determination and the
struggle for this right wei'e discussed in detait. The cpRCl (Mt) sent a
letterto the organizers of the convention affirming that it,,firmly stands
for the cause of this convention" and hailed the endeavor especially
because it was undertook joinfly by the three organizations. The letter
also stressed the further possibilities of such joint actions of solidarity
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wider scale. (see the letter on next pages) Attended by around 300
pieople the convention demanded the withdrawal of military forces
from Kashmir, and upheld the right to self-determination. After the
convention, demonstration in the city was also held'
2. Bathinda (21/08/2016): Convention "on Kashmir lssue,
state and Democratic Rights" was called by the Association for
Democratic Rights (AFDR.), Punjab, which was supported by mass
organizations. The convention was attended by more than 300
activists and leaders of the supporting organizations and AFDR' lt is
notable that a variety sections constituted the gathering. For instance
around 35 students, one third of whom were Kashmiri students' from
Central University attended the convention. Similarly, considerable
number of activists of Bharti Kissan Union (Ekta) Ugrahan, Punjab
Khet Mazdoor Union (PKMU) and other notable intellectuals of the
area parti-cipated. The number of the participants would have been
more, naa tne activists of the BKU and PKMU were not to attend the
homage ceremony of prominent pro-people literary figure of Gurdial
Singh. Aknown democratic rights activist and intellectual Sh. Gautam
Navlakha was to be the chief speaker, but he could not come due to
some reasons. Then AFDR's state committee leaders Sh. Nirbhinder
singh and Dr. Parminder Singh one of the founding members of
AFDR, erstwhile member of CDRO and member of State Secretariat
On

be ensured; AFSPA and other black laws
trictions on media should be revoked, attacks
s and organizations upholding rights of the
Kashmiri people should be stopped. Apart from this the convention
condemned the contmunalfascist atmosphere being created against
the religious minorities, dalits and adivasis in the country. lt is also
worth noting that, the voluntary services, needed in view of the
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possibility of some disruption by Hindu
corhrhunal forces, were
provided and performed to the end
by 30 peasant activists of BKU
(Ekta) Ugraha and pKMU. After the convention,
a demonstration in
the citywas also held.
3' Lok Morcha punjab (03/0g/20r6),: Anarea rever convention
was held, on the cail of Lok Morcha punjab,
in Lambibrockbf ilkt" ;
Distt. Around 250 agricurturar raborers, with
aroun d 12s women,
participated in the gathering. speaking
on the occasion
Jeet, Lok Morcha punjabrs advisor, brought to right sh. N. K.
the brutar
treatment of the peopre of Kashmir at the hands
of the rndian rurers.
Another chief speaker paver Kussa, reader of
Naujwan Bharat
Sabha, spoke about how the struggre of the
Kashmiri peopre for the
right to serf-deternrination is actuatty a part
of an unaccomplished
struggle for national liberation. The struggle
would advance fonarard
towards success by becoming a part of the
struggre of the peopre of
lndia against imperiarism, feudaris m and
comprador capiterrism and
with the advancement,of this struggre. This
is the point where the
struggle of the peopte of Kashmirhnd the pe,c,ple
of india r;#.;;
and this is the reason, he said, why the
struggling people of pu'jab
must express soridarity with, as much strengln
aJpossibre, with the
people
of Kashmir.

4' Rampura (Bathinda): Aconvention on the adivasistruggres
and democratic rights was herd here on 11/0g/2016
which was

attended by around 200 people. Umar Khalid,
the JNU fame student
leader, was the main speaker. speaking
on Kashmir he said, ,,For the
last one and harf month peopre of Kasimir
rrave ;;;; on tne roads
against this barbarism, against thrs suppression
and against this
propaganda" and again he said, "rf
we want rear independence in
lndia' we shourd demand that Army shourd
come out of Kashmir ....
Aspirations of the Kashmiri peopte must be
brought to the centrestage..." And urtimatery he said, "There is
no army i-n the worrd which
can suppress aspirations of the peopre ... Kashmrri
peopre are
independent as their aspirations are alive.
Balwant Makhu of Lok
Sangram Manch also spoke on the occasion.
5. Ludhiana (0g/0g/2016): tn a converntion organized by
the
AFDR, Punjab and Shaheed Bhagat Singh Vichar
Manch, Umar
Khalid expressed concerns over the prevairing
situation in Jammu
and Kashmir, he said: :'The peopre whom we
want to turn into sraves
by dispatching 8 rakh sordiers, by kiiling one
rakh p"opi., during the
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last 20-25 years and making hundreds untraceable, have not
become slave, rather their aspirations and sentiments for
independence have become stronger." Again he said, "We are
supporting Kashmiris fgr their sake, we are supporting them for our
sake, as we know, their right for independence is actually our fight for
independence. We lndian would not be independent until they get
their right to self-determination, though it may mean their
independence from lndia"
6. Patiala (04/08/2016).' Punjab Students Union Lalkar held a
public meeting in Punjabi University Patiala, one of the main higher
education centre) which was attended by 45 students. Before that a
limited propaganda campaign was held among the students by
pasting 150-200 wall posters in the hostels, library and Arts classes in
the university.
7. Public meetings.in:schools and colleges: Punjab Students
Union, another student organization active in the state, held public
meetings in the following schools and colleges: Barjindra College
Faridkot, Govt. College Muktsar, lTl Moga, and government senior
secondary schools at Nangal and Takhanwadh in Distt. Moga.
8. Ludhiana (21/08/2016): Naujwan Bharat Sabha (Lalkar)
held a meeting of youth and workers, which was attended by 15
workers.
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A Message to the Organizers
of
the Convention against Brutal
Oppr"rrion of
the People of Kashmir by the
fndian Military
Comrades,

The convention called by you
to support the people of
Kashmir and to oppose the

bloody military offensive by the
lndian
rulers against the peopre of
Kashmir is an appreciabre step. rt
is
rather more commendabre that
the step is taken joinry by the
three

revorutionary organizations

punjab.

our
organization cpRCr(ML) firmry
"f,ir"'-instands
for
the
cause
of this
convention. we express our soridarity
with tne peopte of Kashmir,
waging courageous and perirous
struggre for their rights

and
justice against the miritary
oppression oy tne rndian
-ring crasses.
We send them revortrtionary
sarute. As we share our concerns,
through you, with the comrades/friends
we want to repeat our firm berief attending the convention,
that a poJsioitity of wider
response to show soridarity
with the peopre of Kashmir is
stiil
present' (Not on the issue
of supporti;g i[. ;;;
of Kashmir
alone, but on

many other issues pertaining
to the
we hope that adopting a
of ,"
nated/joint endeavors.
"J*n"Jiurtner on the

revolutionary/pro-peopre cause).
principted yet frexibre approach,'a,

path of coord i
The issue of freedom of Kashmir
is present since the division
of rndia in 1g47 - Using the
miritary might, Kashmir was
divided and
occupied, on the one side by
the rndian rurers ano on the
other
side by the pakistani rurers.
The situation has been exprosive
for
about two and harf decades.
nooui one hundred thousand peopre
have been ki,ed. The numb.;;;
those injured, missing and
tortured in the porice and
miritary camps is far bigger.
About seven
hundred thousand army
iare
stationed
in rndian
occupied Kashmir; it's a war
rike situation there. The rurers
strive
to suppress peopre's fury with
force of the gun, but it erupts
in
flames time and again. Foraround
three weeks, the situation is
out
of contror of the army of the
Indian rurers. o."pit. tn"
;rrr.ur",

p"."*n.r

tn"
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firings and the ban on internet and newspapers, people come out
on the streets in thousands and clash with the army. The
widespread participation of people in these protests and clashes
is exempi'|ary. Around 50 people have been killed and hundreds
are injured, but nothing can stop the rage of the people.
ln Punjab as well as in the country and abroad, voice is being
raised in support of the people of Kashmir. To encourage this
positive response and to lend a hand to the joint endeavor, our
Party is at the ready.
We stand by the side of the people of Kashmir in their struggle
for freedom and democracy; in their struggle for the right to selfdetermination of Kashmiri nationality, including the right to
secede; in their struggle against the regime of military atrocities by
the lndian rulers; in their struggle against the lndian rulers who are
maintaining their occupation of Kashmir with the aid of black laws
such as AFSPA and others; and we stand against the feudal,
comprador lndian rulers.
We stand for the joint endeavor by all the communist
revolutionary and revolutionary democratic forces the endeavor
to arouse the people of'entire lndia in support of the struggling
people of Kashmir; the endeavor through which we can move
forward otr the path of eStablishing the unity of the people of entire
lndia, so as to defeat the exploiting, oppressing and imperialistlackey !ndian rulers and abolish this anti-people state.
- Dorn,n with the blatant national chauvinism and
expansionism of the entire ruling classes and their parties.
- Dorvn with tl're lndian rulers who are trampling down
various nationalities underthe name of integrity of lndia.
- Down with the lndian rulers who are feverishly plundering
and oppressing the entire working people all over lndia.
- Down with the Hindu communalfascisttrend of RSS-BJP.
- Long live the democrdtic unity of all the people against the
feudal and comprador-capital ist I ndian rulers.
With revolutionary greetings
PSLC, CPRCI (ML), 03.08.2016
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A Voice of Protest from Manipur

The Common Content of
"Right" and "Left" 'nNationalism"
Manipur Students Association Delhi representatives were
invited and they attended the campaign for the release of the
Jawaharlal Nehru University students, removal of sedition charges
and revocation of suspension of I JNU students, joint protest
gathering at Administration block on the 9th of March 2016. The
protest demanded the removal of the Registrar and against the bogus
enquiry committee....
..., MSAD advisor Seram Rojesh (a PhD candidate of Sociology
from the Delhi School of Economics, Delhi University) spoke on
behalf of MSAD on the event. He touched on various issues regarding
the campaign and the.ongoing JNU protests. ln the event MSAD
expressed its solidarity and saluted the fight against oppression and
the freedom to dissent.
It was expressed further that MSAD is critical and also very
sceptical about the forms of protest that is emerging out of the
discourse on JNU. lt was pointed out by him that the lndian state has
adopted the strategy of tagging JNU students as anti-nationals. But
most JNU students fail to critique the very idea of nation/nationality
and nationalism. lnstead it was pointed out at the event that the
various protests in relation to JNU has seen the constant attempt by

the students and others supporters to prove themselves as

nationalist with the use of symbols such as the waving of the tricolour
flag. A slight touch of humour was put vvhen it was said that it won't be
long when we see the days of JNU professors holding a tricorour frag
while sitting at a conference trying to prove themselves as
nationalists. He lightened up the atmosphere with the crowd laughing
together that he was expecting tricolour flags at the event but
surprisingly there were not any,
Further the talk went on and he pointed out that Narendra Modi

speaks of Kashmir as an integral part of lndia, so do the JNU
intellectuals, students and all alike, So, it appears the left oriented
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But
JNU students and intellectuals are no less than the nationalists'
lies
whether Kashmir or Manipur would be an integral pad of lndia
was
there
with the ,Jecision of the people. lt was pointed out that
while
conversion'of the "right" into the "|eft" and "Ieft" into "right"'

membersofABVPresignedonthegroundthattheBJPhasbecome
as
fascist, the so called "|eft" are trying to prove themselves
politics'
nbtionalists and it seems they also resigned from the left

Heassertedthattndiaisamulti-nationalstateandtheideasof
in the
nationalism need a critical look. An absolutely blind faith
Armed Forces
constitution that allows more than 50 years of the
of the
Special Powers Act seems to suggest the sorry condition
intellectuals.Heexpressedtheideathatuniversitystudentsand
and
professors are an elite class and even so more the students
the
urged
professors of elite universities like JNU and DU' So' he
crowdtotakethisfightbeyondJNUandevenbeyondtheUniversity
the oppressed'
walls, outto the peasants, the poor, the unprivileged,

TheideaofabsolutebeliefinthejudicialsystembyJNUstudent

leaderswasridiculed.ltwasassertedthattherewasaneedfora

as an elite
critique of the judicial system which was seen by him
institutionturningablindeyetotheunprivileged;wherethousandsof
prisonershavemuchlessthanatrialbecausetheycouldnotaffordto
fightacase.Hesaidthattherehasnotevenbebnanychangesinthe
bureaucracy
structure of state institutions like the police' military'

whichworksonthecolonialstructure.Further,hesaysthatthe

lndian elites' that
transfer of power took place from the British to the

lndianstateisaresultofthecolonialruleandtherehasnotbeen
much change forthe oppressed and the unprivileged'

The MSAD advisor further pointed out that while

JNU'

HyderabadCentralUniversityandJadavpurUniversityhaveseenthe
Manipur University
rise against authoritarianism, we must not forget
whereanarmycampstanclsrightinthemiddleoftheuniversity.While
thearmycampistoomuchinitself,itisputrightbehindthewomen.s
hostelandarmyconvoysarearegularsightthere.So,heexpressed
theideathatitisnotonlythephysicaloppressionbutalsothethought

oppressionthatwemustfight;becauseuniversitywherethought
formulationintheacademiatakesplaceisalsoundersupervisionof
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the military. The JNU crowd was asked if they
are ready to fight for
Manipur University as werr. The crowd sh.uted yESr
He said there is no reft, right or centre when poriticians
reach
the parliament, there are onry nationarists. Many JNU
arumni
proclaim themserves as "reft" but it becomes
a different story

when they start practicing erectorar poritics. Therefore,

rre

condemns the attempt to rink the JNU issue with
erectorar poritics
e'g' the news that JNU reader Kanhaiya wiil campaign
for the
Bengal elections for cpr. The hypocrisy of the inteilectuars
was
also put under question. He excraimed that there
are ress than 10
scholars in lndia ready to tark about the history and poiitics
of the
turbulent "North east". Ail inteilectuars, kre says ,,reft,,or,,right,,,
be
it historians, or sociar scientists run away from
the issue craiming
that they are not experts on the "North east',;
that it was a subject
to be discussed by the military.
The idea of the folmer speaker at il-re event, prabhat patnaik
(the Marxist economist) who claimed
that the lndian state was a result
of social contract was brunuy rejected. Rojesh
brought out the idea
that the marriage of Manipur and rndia was
a forced marriage and that
there was no sociar contract. rt was further reminded
that Manipur
was the first country in south East Asia to have
universar adurt

franchise and which adopted a popurar democratic
erected
government in 1g4g in response to patnaik,s
statement that Adult

Franchise was enacted for the first time in
1952 inside what we now
know as the boundary of the lndian state.
He ended the tark with fuil support for freedom
to dissent and
fight against oppression; that the fight nrust be
expanded to ail
universities and beyond its wail. The tark
ended with rruge apprause
by the JNU crowd and shouts of soridarity
to ,,comrade Ro]esh,,(to put
the word of the JNU crowd).
(Fro m,, Revo lutionsry D em o cracy,,,
with a change of titte)

+++++
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of Women:
Some Questions Regarding the Orientation
The Revolutionary Movement

With the emergence of class society based on private property,
the social oppression of ,women assumed institutional form. The
concentrated expression of this social oppression came forth in the
form of family oppression exercised through the family institution. The
state and the family both came into existence with the bifth of class
society and became instru,mental in protecting the social relations of
production based on private property. Family oppression is the
reflection, in the family, of the class oppression prevalent in social
relations, and it plays the role of consolidating this oppression. Forthe
defense of class oppression, defense of the family oppression is a
must and this defense is done in the feudal society, by equipping the
head of the family with special powers. These special powers of the
feudal. head of the family are, actually, the extension as well as the
part of the state power -- the protector of the class oppression. All
family laws are indeed the extension of the laws of the state and thetr
objective is to protect the family oppression as an ittdispensable and
auxiliary part of the class oppression. (for details see appendix - '1 )
The following quote from Marx presents this inter, relationship
between the family, society and the state in an ?ppropriate manner:

"The modern family contains in germ not only slavery
(servitus) but also serfdom, since from the beginning it is
related to agricultural services. lt contains in miniature all
the contradictions which later extend throughout society
and its state"
This inter-relationship between the family, the society and the
state reveals that the process of abolition of family oppression, in
otherwordS the process of women's liberation, is connected with the
process of the abolition of class oppression in social relations. The
abolition of the feudal domination of the male head of the family is
related with the abolition of the oppressive autocratic regime. This
task can only be accomplished through revolution. Only by doing so,
the r:evoiutionary transformation of the social relations of production
can be accomplished. As a result democratization of family relations
can be achieved.
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Revolution and the Women's Liberation Movement
Large majority of women are the victims of dualexploitation and
oppression in this exploitative and oppressive social system based
on private property. This reality constitutes the powerful material
basis of their interest in the revolutionaqy social changes and their
participation in revolutionary class struggles and the revolution. Such
a participation of the broad masses of 'women in the revolutionary
movement is highly important for its victory. Pointing out this
importance of the role of women in the revolution, comrade Stalin
says:

"There has not been in the history of mankind a single great
movement of the oppressed in whiclr women toilers have not
participated. Women toilers; the most oppressed of all the oppressed,
have never kept away from the high road of the emancipation
movement, and never could have done so. As is known, the
movement for the emancipation of the slaves brought to the front
hundreds of thousands of great women martyrs and heroines. ln the
ranks of the fighters for the emancipation of the Serfs there were tens
of thousands of women toilers. lt is not surprising that the
revolutionary working-class inovement, the mightiest of all the
emancipation movements of the oppressed masses, has rallied
millions of women toilers to its banner."
(Statin, lnternational Women's D_ay, 1 925)
According to comrade Lenin, "the experience of all liberation
movements shows that the success of a revolution depends on how
much the women take part in it"
(Speech at the Fftsf A//-Russia
19,
1918)
Nov,
Congressof WorkingWomen,
Further, according to comrade Lenin, "There can be no real
mass movement without women."
(A Dialogue with Clara Jetkin)
It is not only that the participation of masses of the women is
necessary for the victory of revolutionary liberation movernents but
the building of the new revolutionary society also would not be

possible without them. "Even the building of democracy is
impossible, not to speak of socialism", says l-enin. Stressing the
importance of the role of women in the task of building Socialism in
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China, comrade N4ao-Tse-Tung said: "The most important thing in the
building of a great sobialist society is to mobilize the masses of
wornen for productive activitY"
This importance of the'role of women in revolution as well as in
the building of revolutionary social system sets forth the importance
of work by the proletarian party among the women and enjoins upon it
to exert required attention and Strength for the task of drawing the
large masses of the women in the revolutionary movement' The
proletarian party'S work amongst women is not an occasional activity
but is its inseparable and cohstant part. According to Lenin to develop
and conduct maSS movement among the women "is an important part
of entire Party activity, indeed, a half of general Party work-" And it is
an "obl igatory responsibilityi' seeking pa rty's "conti nuous attention".
There exists a strong material basis for the participation of
women in the lndian revolution as well. With the. transformation of
lnclia's social system from feudal to semi-feudal, semi-colonial
system, the patriarchal feudal family system has also cracked.
Feudal family relations, have, to some extent, weakened. Limited
capitalist elements have entered the family relations. Joint family
system has also got weakened. with the entry of .the middle-class
women in the Sphere of education and employment, feudalfamily and
social restrictions and prohibitions have cracked. ln the bourgeois
and petty bourgeois families, the boys and girls are being consulted to
some extent in the affairs of their marriages etc. Relatively tolerant
attitude is being adopted towards widow-marriages. However, the
lndian family system, as a whole, remains un-democratic as it is
based on the feudal domination of male head of the family. This feudal
domination continues to remain basically intact not only on the
strength of semi-feudal relations of production, feudal value-system,
deep rooted sentiments and traditions, but also on the strength of the
laws of the state despite their hypocritical democratic and
progressive Pretence.
on the whole, the status of the women in the lndian society is
that of a Slave of the slaves. The abundance of numerous social evils
like dowry-system, feticide, laudation of self-immolating widows etc.
presents the picture of social scorn towards the women. Despite the
noisy clamor about the so-called progressive property laws, even
today there is no social recognition to the woman's share in the family

7l

property and she continues to remain property-less. Even today; it is
not possible for the women to pursue her independent will, violating
the family will, and she has to pay a heavy social price for doing so.
Further, there exists a social sanction for male family violence in
relation to a major section of the women and it is only against very
crude and heart-rending expressions tlrat some social reaction is
seen. lndian state, instead of being a secular and democratic, is an
all-religious autocratic state. Therefore the family laws imposed by it
have got a deep religious impact, that make all talk of equality of all
citizens before the law useless -- especially in the context of women.
Thus, the strategic target of the women's movement in lndia is
semi-feudal, semi-colonial social system and the autocratic state
representing it. only with the creation of a new democratic state and
social economic system by overlhrowing the above state, a basic
change in the current social status of women would take place. lt is
only the people's demqcratic social economic system that will pave
the way for complete emancipatiorr of women by creating the basisfor
the advance towards socialist and communist society. So the
revolutionary women's movement to be built in lndia is to become the
contingent of people's democratic revolution, with the agrarian
revolution as its axis.

The Relation between Revolutionary
Class Struggle and Women's Liberation Movement
According to Maxist-Leninist ouflook, class struggle in a class
society plays the role of the motive force of social development. The
social changes, as a result of this class struggle, basically influence
the social fate of every section. The social fate of women as a social

social changes occurring as a result of revolutionary ctass
struggle.
This decisive and basic role of class struggle enjoins upon the
women's liberation movernent to identify the class political fcrces
struggling for revolutionary social changes compatible with the
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interests of women to establish fighting-unity with them.
Under every exploitative and oppressive social system based on
private property, the fate of women as an oppressed social section is
connected with the oppressed revolutionary classes. ln outr semifeudal, semi-colonial social system, the collective fate of women is
conrrected with working class, peasantry, petty bourgeoisie and
national bourgeoisie. The common interest in overthrowing the semifoudal, semi-colonial social system and the autocratic state
representing it, forms the basis of fighting-unity between the struggle
for the liberation of these classes and the struggle for women's

liberation. The advancement

of the revolutionary struggle for

women's litreration basically accords with the interests and the class

of these classes and, on the other hand, women's
liberation movement thrives on the advancement of

struggle

revolutionary struggle of these ctasses.'
Contrary to it, in every social system the interest of dominant
reactionary ruling clasqes lies in the defense of established social
system, in otherwords, in keeping the social position of women intact.
That is why these classes are enemies of the struggle for women's
liberation. lt is necessary for the movement for women's liberation to
identify these classes and their representative political forces and to
struggle against these. ln our semi-feudal, semi-colonial social
system feudalism and comprador bourgegisie are such classes
whose interest lies in maintaining anti-woman social conditions,
These parasite classes are nourished on the backwardness of
productive system. They block the participation of women in social
labor and thus are responsible for perpetuating them as domestic
slaves. Without overthrowing these classes and the political power
As wornen themselves are half of these classes, the struggle of tlrcse classes
draw these -ilomen in the arena of class stnrggle, arouse within them the
'

feeling of their collective existence and their strength; and also erode the
anti-iom.en social prejudices. Thus, the advancement ofrevolutionary class
struggles paves the way for the advancement of women's liberation
moveme.nt against male oppression. Apart from it, a strong revolutionary
class moyement provides a .supporting prop to the women's movement
against the attacl<s of enemy .forces. ln the conditions of the wealcness or
absence of revoluiionary class movement and stntggle, the women's
ntovements has tofdce a more unfavorable social atmosphere and confront
in the conditions of relalive isolation.r,

it

protecting them through people's dernocratic revolution,' advance
towards the target of women's liberation is not possible.
From the above deliberations, it becomes clear that for the sake
of successfully accomplishing the special task of sti'uggle for social

liberation of women as a special oppressed social section, it is
necessary for the movement of women's liberation that it should take
the task of struggle for overthrowing the present semi-feudal, semicolonial system as its general task. As the special task of women's
liberation can be accomplished only as the part of revolutionary social
change as a whole in comrade Lenin's words:
"The communist women's movenrent must itself be a mass
movement, a part of the general mass movement. Not only of the
proletariat, but of all the exploited and oppressed, all the victims of
capitalism or any other mastery."
The objective basic commonness of the interests of
revolutionary class movement and the nrovement for women's rights
does not mean that th6re is no contradiction between these. Along
with being common (men and women) victims of the political,
economic and cultural oppression, worrien are victims of the male
oppression too. As a result, there exists an objective contradiction
between the men as the instrument of this oppression and women as
the victims of this oppression. This contradiction always remains in
operation in secret or open form and irr low or high pitch. How this
contradiction is examined and tackled has serious implications forthe
revolutionary class movement. There is danger of two wrong

in viewing,

comprehending and tackling this
contradiction. The first tendency is to tackle it by considering it as
main, basic or antagonistic contradiction. This trend disrupts the

tendencies

revolutionary class struggles and leads them astray. The next trend
cherishes the illusion of getting this contradiction automatically
solved with the resolution of major class contradictions. Drawing a
line of demarcation with both of these trends, the approach of
considering and tackling it in the context of basic class contradictions
and keeping it subordinate to these should be adopted. But carrying it
out in practice is a difficult and corrrplicated task.
The realization of this commonness of objective interests in the
subjective activity of the revolutionary class movement and women's
rights movement depends on the level of subjective awareness
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regarding this commonness. ln the preliminary conditions, owing to

the feebleness of this awareness, contradictions may emerge

between the requirements'of the movement of women's rights and
the revolutionary class movement. The objective basis for this lies in
the fact that the movement for women's rights may become a
challenge to the special male rights and in turn may give rise to male
reaction; and the men connected with revolutionary classes may be
able to realize it only by passing through a phase of revolutionary

to how their special male rights become an
impediment in the courSe of the struggles fortheir own class interests
Similarly, without going through a definite process of clas-s struggle, it
is not possible for masses of the women to recognize the
commonness between their own class interests and their interests as
women. Thus, in the preliminary conditions, the sharp challenge
given to male rights on the part of the movement for womenls rights
gives rise to counter reaction from the masses of men. ln the
conditions of low level of awareness, with the taking up of these
issues by masses of women from the anti male stance, the possibility
of such a reaction further increases. Such contradictions do expend
much of the enefgy of the revolutionary class movement, divert its
attention from the requirements of class struggle and cause erosion
to it.
Therefore, for the sake of successfully tackling this mutual
contradiction of the requirements of the struggle on the issues of
women's rights and on the class issues, it is necessary for our
activists to remain vigilant while taking up the issues of women's
rights. lt does not mean that we should not launch struggle on the
issues of women's rights under the pretext of damage to the
revolutionary class movement. Doing so would be abstaining from
the special democratic task of struggle against male-oppression in
the name of requirements of revolutionary class movement. However
we must keep this in mind that the struggle for women's rights does
not damage the class struggle. Therefore, we should avoiC raising
such issues as are likely to give rise to counter widespread reactions
from the masses of men. We should take up and raise such issues, in
support of which some sections of the masses of men might be made
agreeable or at least neutral. ln issues such as arising from the
sphere of family relations emotional element plays a special role
class struggle as
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which enhances the above danger. While providing correct dir'cctiorr
to the rightful anger of women against nlale oppression, our activists
should try to prevent it fr6m conflicting with the interests of the entire
revolutionary democratic movement.

Proletarian Class Angle in the Women's
Liberation Movement
T'fris mutual relation between the entire revolutionary social
movement and the women's liberation rnovement provides the basis
for determining the place and role of wornen from different classes in
the revolutionary movement of women's liberation. There is no basic

contradiction between the class destiny of women related to
subservient classes and their fate as women. The struggle for
people's democratic revolutionary movement, apart from being their
need as an oppressed social section, is also their class need. This
basic compatibility of their class interests and their interests as
women makes them, qapable of determirredly fighting in the struggle
for revolutionary social change. That is why during the stage of
people's democratic revolution, women related with laboring classes
have a basic role in the developing revolutionary women's
movement. Owing io the revolutiorrary class potential and
revolutionary class qualities of these women, they become the best
and largest source of combatants for revolutionary women's
movement. Agrarian revolution being the axis of this revolution, the
role of agricultural laborer and peasant.women in the revolutionary
women's movement becomes more important. (lt is only the agrarian
revolutionary movement which by destroying the domination of
feudal classes not only creates favorable conditions for women's
liberation but brings forth a major change in the social status of
women by way of ending special male property rights through the redevision of land according to the slogan of land to the tiller).'z
Though there is no basic contradiction between the objective
class interests of the women related to the middle classes and their
interests as women, but the social statuS of these women becomes
for them a reason for blurring the recognition of their class interests
and their interests as women. ln the case of these women the pinch of
class oppression remains weak as compared to the women of basic

'During the agrarian reyolution in China, t'and was distributed to
individual tiller instead of the malefamily head.
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each

classes, but because of getting relatively more opportunities of
education and employment, they become relatively more aware
regarding their rights as women. ln the preliminary conditions, owing
to relatively better economic Status the absence of social status and
respect equalto men irks them more than the class oppression. ln the
conditions of the weakness of revolutionary class movement, the
slogan of liberation from male oppression attracts them and occupies
their minds more than the slogans of liberation from class oppression.
Being victims of the rebellious tendency to get instant freedom from
male oppression, these women provide a fertile ground for the
expansion of bourgeois feminist trend.
The class status of these women affects their fighting capacity
and their revolutionary awareness. Owing to their relatively
comfortable life their capacity to perseveringly fight against the
established social System happens to be weak as compared to the
women of other classes. The illusionary pro-women reforms by the
autocratic State may influence these women to some extant. Because
of these reasons, the importance of vigorous ideological efforts for
making these women a conscious part of the revolutionary women's
movement gets enhanced. Apart from it, the expansion of
revolutionary wgmen'S movement among the women of basic
classes becomes a check on the subjectivity of the masses of these
women and becomes helpful for their rqle in the revolutionary
women's movement.
There exists a contradiction between the class interests of the
women of reactionary classes and their interests as women. As a part
of a specific oppressed social section their interest are objectively
cc.rmpatible with the revolutionary struggle of subservient classes, but
being related to oppressor ruling classes, revolutionary social change

conflicts with their class interests. As the role of any section is
basically determined by its class interests, the women related to the
reactionary (ruling) ctasses could not become a part of revolutionary
women's movement, collectively. Although, the possibility of
participation from among them, on the individual plane, could not be
ruled out.

The above said determines the criterion for the validity of
women's movement for the Party of the proletariat. only such a
women's movement deserves the attention and support of the
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proletarian Party which promotes the participation of vast masses of
women into the struggle forthe revolutionary change by making these
women conscious and getting them organized, and which draws
them into the arena of revolutionary struggle. Only such a women's
movement can develop as a real revolutionary movement for
women's emancipation which makes the most revolutionary (that is
the laboring) layers of the vast masses of the women as its pivot. lt is
even more true in the present globalization context. (seeAppendix-3)

Women's Organization, Dernands and Struggle
The question of building of a mass organization of women had
been at one time an issue of sharp discussion within the World
Communist Revolutionary Movement. Comrade Lenin had to give a
hard ideological struggle against trends negating the indispensable
need and importance of a separate mass organization of the women.
However, the revolutions in Russia and China and the experience of
struggle for building socialism in these countries has confirmed the
validity of separate mass organization of the women and has proven
the special importance of its role. Today the question of building of a
separate organization is no more a controversial issue in the
communist revolutionary movement. (See appendix - 2).
We should make the above discussed orientation of the
women's movement as the basis for addressing the task of building a
revolutionary organization of the wornen. That orientation clearly
implies that the bastions of womenis movement and organization,
should be the same classes and sections that are, or could become,
the bastion of revolutionary class struggles. The relation of fighting
unity between clasS struggles and women's movement demands that
women's movement should remain directed towards becoming
mainly the movement of laboring women especially rural and these
women should be made the mainstay of the women's organization.
The fact that women's liberation is possible, primarily, through
revolutionary social change to be brought as a result of class struggle,
does not lessen the importance of struggle on the specific demands
and issues of women, rather makes them obligatory. These struggles
become the medium of drawing-the vast sections of women into the
arenas of struggle against the reactionary social system. These
struggles provide the opportunity to the broad masses of the women,
through the practical experience of struggle for their interests, to
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comprehend the relation of these interests with the established social
System and various clas5 politicalforces and become the medium of
making them conscious about the need of revolutionary social
change. Without combininE with the practical experience of such
struggles, the slogan of overthrowing the established social system
remains an abstract slogan for the women. Apart from it, these
struggles become a weapon in the hands of proletarian Party for
confronting the bourgeois feminist trend by exposing its limitations
and by refuting, through practical experience, the illusionary
conceptions spread bY this trend.
one important aspect of the approach of the proletarian Party
regarding Such Struggles for the demands and issues of women is
that the relative importance of such struggles is determined in the
context of the contemporary interests and needs of the entire
revolutionary movement. For the proletarian Party the struggle on
those demands/issues of women is more imporlant which are more
important in the Context of advancing contemporary revolutionary
movement.
For the sake of making the struggles on women's issues as
effective and purposeful, it should be the conscious effort of the pafty
of the proletariat that these struggles be combined with the struggles
of the subservient classes to be fought on their partial class interests.
while organizing struggles on the concFete issues of male
oppression, the relation of these struggles with the indispensable
participation of women in revolutionary class struggle should be
projected so that the masses of men of the subservient classes may
realize the validity of supporting such struggles. For this, the
importance of this indispensable participation must be made manifest
on the bases of the practical experience of revolutionary class
struggle. without making the mobilization of women in class
struggles and the mobilization for struggles on the women issues
complementary to each other, a real and'effective revolutionary
women's movementcould not be built.

Sorne Diversionary Trends
The proietarian ideological conception regarding the
exploitation, oppression, and the conditions of subservience of
women rooted in the Socio-economic system based on private
property, not only becomes the basis of relationship of women's
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movement

as an

in,dependent

and serf-sufficient women's

male chauvinism of men and his resultant attitude and behavior
towards women as responsible for it. That is why the women,s
movement under its leadership considers its main contradiction with
man and notwith ruling classes. so, according to this trend women's
emancipation means emancipation from nran, not from the man-

dominated social syste5n.
lf any section of the male family-heads, on the incividual plane,
corrects its attitude and behavior towards women, even then there
would not be any major chanE;e in the socially determined antiwomen unequal labor-division, because as it is mentioned earlier, for
such a change role of the family institution as an eccnomic unit of
society will have to be abolished and this can be done through
requisite basic changes in the relations of production which can be
made at a specrfic stage of social ddVelopment.
While concentrating the edge of its attack on men, the bourgeois
feminist trend creates the illusion that status of man and woman in the
family can come at par without basic revol
es
having taken place and spreads the unreal
of
ending the role of this institution as an instru
nd
oppression even before the requisite objective conditions have came
into existence. Thus, this trend bi making non-antagonistic
contradiction between men and women of subservient classes as
antagonist one hurts the revolutionary movement as well as the
women liberation movement. Apart from it, this trend, insteatl of
pointing out any real solutions to the problem of exploitation and
oppression of women being perpetreted through the family, plays the
diversionary role of pushing the women activists towards
indlvidualistic thinking and activity by presenting the unrealistic
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Solutionslikenotgettingmarriedornotgivingbirthtochildrenetc.
Therepresentativesofthistrendshouldbeseparatedfromthe
for
women-leaders or organizations who do not have any affection
it
women's interests .nd *no have become active only to use

classes. our
deliberately for the support of some section of the ruling
both
relations with such women-leaders or organizations in
ideological and political spheres is that of enemies' The
the
represlntatives of the above metrtioned (feminist) trend, on
and
subjective plane, struggle to liberate women from exploitation

oppression.Buttheirideologicalstanceissuchwhichultimatelygoes

againsttheinterestsofwomenandhurtsthecauseofwomen's

trend we would
liberation. Therefore with the representatives of this
political sphere and
adopt the stance of collaborating with them in the

give uncompromising struggle in the ideological sphere'
not mean

collaborating in the political sphere in joint activities does
part with their
that there would not be any deoate or struggle on our
the
representatives. Rather, within the frame of mutual collaboration
quite natural for
and sort of struggle between both the sides is
debate

thesakeofkeepingeverywomenstruggledirectedinaccordance

putting up
rvith its own ideological understanding, Further, without
the
struggte in practic-attieto ano without utilizing it as the materialfor
to
proletariat
the
party
of
ideo'iJgical struggle, it is not possible for the
is
here
qet its"ideologiJal orientation established. W[at is important
tnrt tni" struggle should be conducted in the political sphere in
accordance with the needs of mutual collaboration'
is to
The task of building a revolutionary women's movement
confrontthelegalistreformisttrendalso.Thistrendnegatestheneed

ofthebasicrevolutionarysocialchangeforthesakeofWomen'S

the narrow
liberation and tries to keep the women's movement within
semicurrent
lontin"" of struggle for pro_woman reforms within the
framework. This trend spreads this illusion

feudal, semi-cotJnial
amongthewomenthatpresentsocialconditionscanbechanged,

made in the laws
even within the current system, by getting changes
of the state.
this trend
Regarding the question of struggle for women's rights

notonlystandsforlimitingthewomen.sstruggleswithinthelegal
forms, but also keeps main reliance on the laws' bodies and
institutions of the established social system, instead of struggle'
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For the sake of building revolutionary movement of the women
this trend needs to be refuted thrbugh relenfless struggle.

ln the conditions in which the issues regarding pro-women
reforms might have become the issues of active public concern and
we might be struggling forthese, in those situations a joint activity with
representatives of this trend in the sphere of struggle for pro-women
reforms could not be ruled out. However, the purpose of this activity
should be to win overthe masses of wonren underthe influence of this
trend to the correct revolutionary line for women,s liberation and to
expose this trend.
There is an alien trend which tries to tie women's movement with
the ruling class politics and to make it an instrument for it. lt tries to
impose the issues of the concerns of ruling classes on the women's
movement and projects the women's issues from the standpoint of
the ruling classes. lnstead of adopting a true democratic stance, this
trend adopts an oppqfiunist stance on the issues of women,s rights
and projects one or the other issue keeping in mind the narrow
interests of one or the other section of ruling classes. The women
wings of various ruling class political parties are the main instruments
of this trend. The tendency in the revolutionary movement which
allows the ruling class parties to infiltrate the struggles on women's
issues happen to be objectively helpful in this purpose. lt takes the
form of joint activities of mass organizations with ruling class political
parties on such issues.
'

+++++
Appendix 1: Historical Background
Family institution -An lnstrument of women's slavery

!
I

I

Family came into existence with the genesis of private property.
Blood relation is its natural basis and private property is the economie
basis. The division of labor that came into existence within the womb
of ancient communist society became the basis of preliminary
division of property -- first in the society and then in the family. Jobs
Iike the maintenance of the house and cooking etc. being the
responsibility of women, the related r:tensils/articles came to be
considered her entitlement. while gathering and fetching food frorn
outside being the responsibility of men, instruments like the spear,
arrow, bow, axe etc. were considered man's entitlements. The levelof
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productive forces being too low, man's labor could not have'been
considered supbrior to women's labor. Possessed with the capacity
to gather hardly sufficient food and owner of preliminary instruments
of prey it was not possible for the man that he could have challenged
the respectful status of women in the family and the society. When
with the developmerit of productive forces, the human labor started
producing exCeSS of the need, social importance of men's labor and
the properlies under his entitlements got increased. As compared to
the huntsman aS owner merely of the instruments for hunting, the
livestock of the herd's man was far bigger, important and sharply
developing a wealth which demanded engaging extra man power for
its maintenance and development. This extra man power was
provided by the mutual wars among the tribes when the tradition of
putting defeated men to work by making them slaves came into
existence -- replacing the tradition of making them part of the tribe or
kiiling them. with this began the system of buying and selling of
slaves in exchange for the animal. Arriving at this stage of social
development, man as owner of animal and the slaves, became far
powerful aS compare to woman. AS compared to his activity in social
production the importance of domestic labor of women got reduced to
tritling.At this stage of social development, with coming into existence
of new relations of production, it became possible for man to
challenge the traditional domestic hegemony of women, to destroy
this hegemony and turn the woman into a domes{ic Slave by depriving
her of all the rights. Prior to the emergence of private property and the
institution of family based on it, women's activity of cooking and
rearing of children etc. had been a social activity perFormed at the
tribal-level but now, with turrring of this activity into a domestic activity
to be performed at the family level, situation got created for confining
her within the walls of the house. Although the division of labor made
,during the ancient communist society remained unchanged, but with
the change in the division bf labor in the society ahd with the
pstablishment of new relations of production, man-woman relation
rvithin the family and society got overturned. Now with the change in
the division of labor and its character in the society, the character of
the division of work existing earlier between man and woman got
changed. lt got changed into unequal division of labor and became an
instrumentof oppression of woman by man'
With the emergence of private property and its importance,
emerged the question of its heirs. As man was the owner of propefty,
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there arose the need for identification of his heirs and out of this need
a monogamous system of family got established. Thus, the natural
objective of perpetuating the human race got mixed up with the
econ om ic o bjective of prod u ci n g he i rs of property.
Thus, the process of woman's slavery is linked with the
emergence and establishment of family institution as an economic
unit of society, owing to the changes in the relations of social
production. Along with the changes in the relations of production in
the society, changes have also been going on in the family institution
as well. The form of family system in every social order has mainly
been determined through the needs of the role to be played by the
family as an economic unit of society under its specific system of
production. Patriarchal family system got established as a specific
form of family system that was to beccrme the foundation of feudal
economy. Under the feudal economy, family remained connected
with agricultural services from the very beginning. For the sake of
making it work as .the foundation for the well-being of the feudal
relations of production, strengthening the hegemony and power of
male head of the family in the family institution became parlicularly
necessary. To protect the family property from getting scattered,
making family- head as sole owner of property and entrusting him
with absolute and complete rights for its buying and seiling was
essential. For the sake of protecting the labor power of the family from
getting scattered and effectively utilizing it in the productive activity,
giving him the right to have control over the family members was a
must. Special rights and powers of the head of the family in the slave
society had significance in the context of the family of the slave owner.
Even so, slave families being directly under the control of salve
owner, putting into use the labor power of the slave family was not a
problem and there was hardly any difference; in the slave family, in
the status of 'head of the family' and others. However the families of
share-cropper or small-producer serfs in the feudal society not being
direct slaves of the landlord, it was necessary that the responsibility of
controlling the labor power of the family and putting it into use as well
as the related rights and powers be given to the male head-of-thefamily. Thus, equipping the father and husband with special malerights and that way particularly strengthening the status of the male
famlly-head, happened to be a special requirement of feudal social
system.
As the family rnstitution was to play role as an economic unit of
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society, the tasks, such as education and marriages of the children,
also were mainly determined from the point of view of the economic
interests of the family. Because the purpose of giving education to the
Children is training them as heirs to the private property of the male
father, the right to take decisions about it, in the feudal society, is
vested in the hands of the male head of the family. Similarly, as the
marriage, in the feudal society, has economic significance, through
which the family looses or gains a workbr in the form of a married
woman, that is why, according to established customs of feudal
society, will of the concerned boy or girl does not have any say in the
matter and the decision regarding their marriage is taken by their
parents.3
The powers of the male family head in the feudal family
institution are used most of all to suppress the rights of wcmen.

Keeping the women confined within the walls of the house

is

considered to be the essential moral duty and right of the male head
of the family. All sorts of oppression and repression are considered
justifiable for keeping women AWay from all types of activity outside
the house.
Above deliber:ations make it clear that rebuilding of family
relations on democratic lihes by abolishing the feudal hegemony of
male head of the family is a must for the social emancipation of
women. For this type of democratization of the family relations, such
basic changes in the relations of productioo.dle essential that render
the role of family institution as an economic unit of the society
worthless.
the state institution is the defense of the contemporary
relations of production and the social system based on it. Family institution
plays a supporting role for the state instiiution by wa1' of working as the

'Pimary purpose of

foundationfor the defense of such relations. Infact all thefamily laws art' thc
extension of the laws of the state. Infeudal system it is the responsibiliry o.f tlr
as the faitlt/ill
family-head that he should ensure that its members behave
his
special right's
use
he
should
and
classes
the
ruling
the
state
and
citizens o.f
prompts
the .family
society
of
for the purpose. The value-system .feudctl
people
to
obet the
the
prompts
members to obey the head-of.the-family, as it
who
violate
king. Head-of-the-family has the right to punishfamily members
his orders as the state has the right to punish members of the socielt violcttit'Lg
orders of the state. It is becau,se of these mutual relations of the state and the
family that the King is given the status offather in the.feudal institutiort.s
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Capitalist System and Woman,s position
Establishment of capitalist relations of production strikes a
powerful blow to feudal hegemony r:f male head-of-the-family.
Requirements of the capitalist econorny ask for freeing the laborpower from the bondages of feudal family so as to pave the way for its

entry into the open market. Requirements of capitalist industrial
production call for loosening the grip of family bondages of women
and making them participate in social productive activity. Emerging
capitalism challenges the feudal hegemony in every sphere of life
including family and democratizes the society. Building of secular and
democratic bourgeois state strikes a severe blow to the traditional
intervention of state and religion in the family life. Newly born
capitalism brings forth concepts of equality and individual freedom for
all its citizens and erodes concepts connected with feudal hegemony.
ln the progressive phases of its rise, capitalism launches all-rouncl
attack against the qnti-progressive feudal-values and sentiments,
and roots out anti-women feudal prejudices.
Nevertheless, the process of democratization of family relations
could not be completed under the capitalist system. capitalist
relations of production being based on private property and profit
could not become the medium for development of productive forces
beyond a cerlain extent. Consequenily, their role in promoting
pafticipation of women in social production remains limited.
Furthermore, capitalist economy owing to its inherent contradictions
remains victim of stagnation and crises. Arriving at its highest stage
(monopoly capitalism), it loses its progressive traits and becomes
anti-progress. Unemployment becomes a serious problern, and
participation of women in social prociuction gets blocked or eroded.
For the participation of women in social labor, freeing them from the
domestic labor is essential. lt is possible only through socialization of
domestic labor. ln the capitalist economy based on private profit, it
can be done only to a limited extent. Apart from it, even under
capitalism man's dominant position as owner of property continues to
exist. Social evil like the prostitution not only continues under
capitalism, rather it flourishes. Exhibition of women's bodies
becomes a major medium of capitalist advertisennent for the sale of
commodities.
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Socialist System and Family lnstitution
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ApPendix-2
of Women
The Question of Mass Organization
has also

organization-t-:.11o-tn
The question of separate rnass
within the communist movement'

remained an issue of debate
.Whereasthedogmatistandsectariansectionswithinthecommunist

partial issues
importance of struggle on
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mass organization instrumental in such struggjles seemed to these
sections as unnecessary. Not only unnecessary but seemed to them
as manifestation of narrow feminism. Refuting this wrong view Lenin
emphasized that building of party organization or class organizqtion
alone is insufficient for the sake of drawing broad sections of women
into revolutionary movgment and for giving an appropriate response
to real and special democratic task of struggle against male-

oppression. Pointing out the limitations

of drawing women in

revolutionary struggle only through party organization or trade union
organizations, comrade Lenin said:
".....Why have we never had as many women as men in the
Party ....Why is the number of women r,vorkers organised in trade
unions so small? Facts give food for thought. The rejection of the
necessity for separate bodies for our work among the women masses
is a conception allied to those of our highly principled and most radical
friends of the Communist Labour Party. According to them there must
be only one form of orqanisation, workers' unions. I know them. Many
revolutionary but contused minds appealto principle'whenever ideas
are lacking'. That is, when the mind is closed to the soberfacts, which
must be considered. How do such guardians of 'pure principle'square
their ideas with the necessities of the revolutionary policy historically
forced upon us? All that sort of talk brealcs down before inexorable
necessity....."
(A Dialogue with Clara Zetkin)
The validity of the policy of br,rilding separate women
organization based on the recognition of concrete implications of the
specific reality of male-oppression in class society, was corroborated
not only by the experience of Russian and Chinese revolutions, but
also by the experience of class struggle and struggle against male=
chauvinism during the building of socialist society and the transitional
period in these countries.
t
So, the question of building or not building of the separate mass
organization of women is not a real point of demarcation between the
communist approach and narrow feminist approach. lt is the question
of orientation of the women's organizatiorr, which on the question of
organization becomes real point of demarcation between these two
approaches.
Whereas it is important on the question of wornen's movement
and organization to be t'ruilt during the stage of new democratic
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productive, but also is incompatible with communist revolutionary

character. Being developed and conscious revolutionary

personalities, party activists are expected to remain calm in tense
situations and not forsake democratic outlook and behavior. At the
time of division of famil5r properties, our activists should not only
uphold women family members' right to properties they should also
demand, on their initiative, that they be 13iven that right. There should
be no contradiction in the position of our activists - aS taken in the
family and as taken outside the family.

Appendix - 3:
Globalization and Revolutionary Movement of Women
[From PotiticatResolufion of CPRCI (ML), 1997]
The unconstrained exploitation that "globalization" sanctions is
leaving no scope for women to submit to it in normal routine ways. lt
is, thui, objectively propelling women into resistance in extraordinary
numbers. As they fa'ce the State',s c,pen partisanship with their
oppressors, women are being increasingly drawn into the political
arena.
As domestic workers within their families and as victims of
patriarchal values, wornen of the vast toiling masses are bearing
most of all the crushing physical burden of rapidly sliding living
standards. They are sharing the havoc wreaked on their loved ones
by job losses and utter uncertainty, uprooting from homes and
displacement, and hunger following steep price increases in staple
foods.
women who work outside the domestic arena are facing the
worst consequences, within their class, of the general degradation of
labour power: on the one hand, they are the first targets for
deprivation of permanency, facilities and security at the workplace.
On the other, women's ever-ready cheaper and more exploitable
labour is enabling employers to pit them in competition with men
workers, further pulling down overallwage levels and security.
As the role of violence in the settling of social and class issues is
heightening, and as their men folk are becoming targets of the
increasing violence, women are becoming indirect victims of it.
Moreover, women, too, more and more are becoming directvictirns of
such violence. ln particular, the communal fascistic policies, in
relation to women, of the ruling classes and their gangs have been
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Punjab:

Increasing Tempo of Struggle on Peasant fssues
A Correspondent from the Peasant Front
Seven peasant organizations of Punjab are locked in a stiff fight
with the government of Punjab over the issues of peasant
indebtedness; suicides, land reforms and employment etc. lt can but
be a tough fight as the issues involved contained in themselves a
basic clash of class Interests and concerns of both the sideq.
Experience of class struggle in general and that of recent
peasant struggles in Punjab shows that the rulers of the time adopt,
from the very beginning, an indifferent, intolerant and inimicalattitude
to such struggles and try to nip them in the bud, because these
struggle are ultimately directed against feudalism, usury and
imperialism and tend to move in the direction contrary to the direction
of their cherished model of development. For instance, in the end of
the year 2OO4, peeved at the failure of his government to execuie a
land attachment, despite the deployment of police force of seven
districts, in face of stiff, massive and militant resistance by the
Bhaftiya Kissan Union (Ekta) Ugrahan, the then CM Capt. Amarinder
singh launched a reign of terror for months together to suppress this
militant mass organization. Similarly, later on in March 2013, the
Badal government initiated a month long suppression campaign
against the same organization simply in the name of preventing it
from holding a peaceful sit-in demonstration in front of the district
courts of Bathinda over the basic issues of the peasantry such as
indebtedness, suicides and land refoims etc.
On the contrary, the same experience also,corroborates that
such issues being so closely related the basic interests of
overwhelming majority of the peasantry (including almost all of
agricultural laborers) it is not so easy for the rulers to browbeat or
subdue them if the organization leading them treads cautiously;
applies mass line correctly; prepares the whole organization
politically, organizationally and mentally; neverfeels satisfied with the
already mobilized masses and reaches out to newer and newer
sections, especially the concerned ones; makes them conscious of
their rights; raises the tempo of movernent through a process of
mobilizations and agitational actions in-between; and puts pressure
on the government in advantageous situation on the basis of fully
mobilized forces. lt is the pattern depending on which the BKU (Ekta)
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Ugrahan acl-rieved

so many successes on the question of

indebtedness, land attachments (including some prestigious ones)
and acquisition of land etc. lt is the same pattern basing on which it
has pressurized the Badal government to concede 2 lacs as
compensation to the aggrieved families in the cases of suicides,
along with a government job to one member of such families; it was
pressurized to get the survey of suicide cases conducted through
universities. To include suicides of agricultural laborers in such a
survey (whom nobody was ready till then to consider neither the
government nor the university intellectuals; to give compensation to
the families of those who committed suicide not because of debt but
because of economic distress. No doubt the callous reactionary
government did not implement for years its own official orders. So, it
was again in February 2014 that basing on the above mentioned
pattern, the BKU (Ekta) Ugrahan and Punjab Khet Mazdoor Union,
with full preparations and mobilization, organized a sit-in for six long
days and nights and then in a decisive action on seventh morning,
whole of the secretariat of Distt. Bathinda was totally blocked (which
encompasses the offlces of DC, ADC, lG, DIG and SSP)' None was
allowed to enter these offices. So the DC had to declare a holiday for
the employees of these offices, and consequently major portion of the
demands was accepted; 96 crore rupees had to be distributed in cash
within two days to 4800 aggrieved families; letters to the DCs were
issued for sorting out the anomalies of the 9gruey as well as the
cases of those who committed suicide becaus'e of economic distress;
150 plots were handed over to the agricultural laborers immediately
while letters for thousands of others were issued (though the
government later backed out on the pretext of code of conduct) and
io many other demands of the lower peasants and agricultural
workers were conceded.
seen in the above mentioned experience and pattern of the
peasant struggles, the present struggle action to launch a permanent
morcha (agitation) at the Matka chowk in Chandigarh (starting from
Sth of September) should not be considered as an isolated action but
should be considered as part and parcel of the previous mass actions
which were Organized as a build up for the decisive action over these
issues. We mention Some Such important mass actions here which
reveal both of the above mentioned aspects the out and out callous,
indifferent and obstinate attitude of the state government as well as
the sound basis forthe decisive action'
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The first among such actions was the five day long regular sit-ins

in front of the DC offices of 12 districts organized by BKU (Ekta)
Ugrahan. Thousands of peasants (almost 15 thousand each day)
along with women sat before the DC offices shouting slogans for their
demands but none took note of that; not to speak of state government
calling them for talks even the lower officers did not bother. Second
such action was caused by whitefly attack on cotton, damaging 80-85
percent of the crop and consequently devastating the economy of the
peasants especially of those who had taken land on rent. As a result
there was a new spurt in the phenomerron of suicides. From eiglrt to
ten thousands of peasants (nearly halt of them women) full of rage
and anger participated daily in this action organized by eight peasant
organizations with the supporl of seven agricultural laborers
organizations from 1 7th to 28th of September in front of the DC office
in Bathinda. But none took note of it. Then they took this sit-in to ali
districts of the State. ln which thousands participated daily for six
days. Even then ngee took note,of it. lt has become clear that
pesticides supplied were spurious. lt was also known that the
companies have bribed the ministers and the agriculture officers but
nothing much was done. The peasants, under the leadership of B
peasant and 4 agri-labor organizations, then resorted to rail, action.
They blocked the rail traffic throughout Punjab that remained blocked
for six long days. On last day of the jam, more than 25 thousand of
peasants and agriculture laborers participated in this action. For five
days, none took note of this action which even had dislocated 188
trains and caused loss of 1 thousand millions to the Railwavs. On the
sixth day, leaders of the agitation were called for talks by the CM, but
only to tell: "Coffers of the state are ernpty we cannot do more than
what we had done." The only achievement was the allotment of 64.5
crores to the agricultural laborers for lass of their employment. But
that too was given out of the 640 crores already allotted to peasants
under the pressure of the agitation. (Before that the government had
allotted a meagre sum of only 10 croresforthe purpose.)Any howthe
meagre compensation allotted to agricultural laborers has political
importance of its own as it is for the second time in the recent history
of peasant struggles in Punjab that agricultural laborers were
considered part of the peasantry. (The first instance being the
Gobindpura village where more than 125 agricultural laborer families
were given 3 lacs each as compensation for the acquisition of
peasants' land forthe Peona PowerThermal Plant.
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-

other laboring classes and sections.
- that the communal and other diversionary moves of the ruling
classes are only meant for weakening and breaking the class unity of
the people and should be fought back basing on the class unity.
- that the parliamentary elections create illusions and confusions
regarding their demands and divert their attbntion from their real
demands. Hence, the need to focus on the basic demands.
- that there exists no real democracy for the peasants and
agricultural laborers they snatch it at their will. Only democracy for
them is which they attain through struggle.
These powerful struggles have toned up ahd strengthened the
concerned organizations with highly raised mobilizations; with
outstretched reach to newer and newer villages and newerand newer
sections;with ever-growing participation of women and youth in such
struggles; with enhanced level of peasant labor unity; with new waves
of activists leading teams and speakers; with highly enhanced faith in
the leadership of thq struggles and ultimately with the robust mood of
the masses as a result of the enlivened hopes of newer victories.
All these factors constitute the solid favorable basis for the next
decisive stages of the struggle especially so when the political
credibility of the Badal government is at the lowdst ebb, when it
stands extremely alienated from among the people; having no
justification or plausible explanation for its present role andEattitude
towards the struggles, and when it stands aMully cornered not only
by the massive militant struggles of the people, but also by its political
rivals vying fortheirshare of vote bank among the peasants.
Hectic preparations being made by all the concerned
organizations is an added advantage in this respect. But around 65
hundred youth, on nearly 35 hundred motoicycles under the
leadership of BKU (Ekta) Ugrahan marching through almost all
blocks of the Malwa belt, with vernal (revolutionary color of Bhagat
Singh) turbans on their heads was a treat to watch and needs a
mention here. So huge a contingent of much sought after force of
youth in the peasant movement for so long, apart from being a force to
reckon with in the present struggle, might infuse a new life in the
peasant, provide much needed layers of heirs to the leadership, may
become a force for the defense of the movement and the leadership,
and influenced by Bhagat Singh's legacy, may become a source of
enhanced radical politicai awakening among the peasant masses.
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(... contd. from outside)
(3) Moryho L-l Identity. The third of these has in its management
the persons har,ing CIA connection. Other than that, look at the
work of Homeland US Security ofAmerica's rnilitary intelligence
agency, notorious over the world. Sir, there's a CIA director Mr.
George Tenet, he is director of this colnpany now. Along rvith that
Israel's secret agellcy is also connected with it. So, CIA, Israel,
Mosad, third world countries, disaster
this company is
responsible for providing the world with the false intelligence
about the presence of chetnical weapons in Iraq through CIA. Our
respected Ram Gopal ji is present here. and many other Congress
leaders are present too, rvho went to jail fbr f'ew days at the tirle of
Smt. Indira Gandlii's arrest, and we spent more time. It is actually
like tlie jail manual. People from the days of Ernergency are also

plesent here. When we enter the jail, they take our thurnb
impression, as is being done here (in UID prograrnme). The day
we Ieave the jail, all the records close. These will now be kept in it
(UID card). Sir, I want to say that whether it's a money bill or not,
that's not rny concern, but I have a question which asks for an
answer that are we going to hand over all the secrets that we have

to American or other companies through this? And which will
become a potential threat to the national security.
Respected Manmohan Singh ji . . .. I have the documents that
for many of the ministers of your cabinet the project was no good. I
dorr't want to name them . . ... but I saw in newspapers. Even at your
time, there was no unanimity over it, but the UID card .... .. (time
bell rings) .... Sir, I am saying that there's full potential that this
card will be rnisused at the international level, either it isAmerica's
CIA or Israel's company . . .. In this way. the entire population of
ours, each type of its impressions will be there with America, will
be shared with thern. Thank you very very mltch."
(from Janta Dal United Leader KC Tyagi's
speechin Rajya Sabha on March 16th)

UID (Aadhar) Card

Hitler's Legacy and CIA Connection
Comes to Light in Parliament
"..... Sir I want to say that all the developed countries,
including Enropean countries andArnerica. once decided to start a
distinct identity card based on biometric data. But as these
countries came to realize the dangers involved, the projects were
stopped midway. Sir, I have these half a dozen of newspapers with
me, one of these is run by a friend of our leader in New Delhi
Chandarshekhar ji. The papers write, first, "UID card is a unique
scandal." Second, "UID card reminds Nazis. The card is
dangerous." Third, "Modi government should answer these
questions. UID card is dangerous." Fourth, "The rule of law has
come to an end in the country." Sir, first thing is that there is an
order by Supreme Court regarding this and it is clearly explained
that UID card is not obligatory. Second, government should take
back its orders to make it obligatory for all. I want to tell the
respected members from both the sides about the orders of
Mumbai High Court in this regard. There was an order in
connection with terrorists by Mumbai High Court that they can
share the data with foreign companies in matters involving
terrorists ! How do you define a terrorist! ! sir, it is not be restricted
to this. Such things happened at the time of Nazis too. My purpose
here is not to compare one with the other, but such cards were
made even there. As the year 1938 was mentioned just a little ago
..... so Nazis, Hitler also made the cards. A machine called
Hollerith D- I I is kept in a museum in Washington DC, which was
used by the Germans to identif,i Jews. It was made available at that
time by IBM. This company now has a connection with the
Nandan Nilekani's company, which is manufacturing it (UID
Card) now.

(l)

Sir, one thing more that three companies are chosen for UID.
Accenture, (2) Mahindra Satyarn
^^.-,r :

and (...
, contd. :insi

